Book 110 Reminisces of Old Timers Happenings
noted by Professor Wes Arnold
This book is not finished. Please send your reminisces to wecare@dogoodforall.today

Jim Milewski stated: Hey Wesley Arnold, I think you do pretty darn good. I remember
when you were an Eagle Scout when I did a short stint in BSA. I lived next door to Skipper
and Andrew Perch and their dad was a scoutmaster. Thanks to you and Mike Grobbel for
your great work.
The two most quoted persons are myself the old historian Prof Wesley Arnold and Mike
Grobbel who has done outstanding research on Center Line related History.
There are some things that need to be put into print for the sake of our younger generation
who need to know about them but often don't. Here they are:
American Way of Life
America was to millions both the hope and a dream come true. People came here from many
countries where many (but not all) had been oppressed, many had lived in poverty, did not have
freedom. Some had been tortured or had lived in death camps. Many had little education. Many
came here to find religious freedom. Many came here for the opportunity to earn a decent living.
Most came here to make a better life for themselves, their families and children.
Most came here penny-less, with no food, home or relatives and just the clothes on their back.
They worked hard and long and created a better life for themselves. Many became rich.
The American dream was that one had the freedom to work hard and create a better life for their
children. And millions did just that. Of course there were opportunities to work and support a
family. In recent years the wealthy greedy have taken away many of those opportunities in order
to make themselves even more wealthy. The curse of corporate greed for endless profit for the
stockholders and officers was at the sacrifice of the workers. Automation and robotization
replaced human labor with unpaid machine labor. Leaving millions without the means to earn a
living. And perhaps worse was corporate greed that did not allow for a living wage and
sufficient work hours for workers to earn a decent standard of living.
When I was young men could easily find jobs and support their families and buy a new
car with just the husband working. I did it. Now with husband and wife both working long
hours often they can barely pay the bills they have. Forget about buying a new car or taking a
vacation. In many other countries workers have a paid summer vacation, medical care and their
children can attend four years of college. It appears that America is becoming a third world
country. We the working class are less happy, less wealthy, work longer hours for less, often cant
take even a small vacation, and don't have decent medical care. What happened? The working
class has become the forgotten class. And justice is for the rich. If one needs an attorney they
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are so high priced as to make it nearly impossible for the average person to pay the bill.
Attorneys getting hundreds of dollars per hour. I have seen poor people mistreated in the justice
system.
Corporate officer salaries are now often in the six to seven digit range. Higher
governmental officials are often paid excessively high salaries. CEO and Corporate greed
abound at the expense of the ordinary worker. Even congressmen are overpaid and have
excessive benefits you and I can not achieve in a lifetime. Somethings are going wrong in
America. Citizen apathy (not caring and not paying attention to what congress and what the
government is doing) along with corporate greed has caused this.
As for Education. Children in many other countries outscore American children in
almost every subject. America is not producing enough engineers to keep up and has to import
foreign engineers.
And there are problems with immigration which need to be fixed. One that has been
ignored is allowing people into our country who do not intend to abide by the constitution and
our laws and in fact plan to over throw our American Way of life and freedom.
These are things we need to correct or we will lose our freedom and way of life.
Being a professional educator and former social worker and a college professor and parent and
grandparent, I have a lot of experience with teaching people of all ages. Have taught all grade
levels and was a boy instructor in scouting for many years. At age 76 I can honestly say that we
need to make the Golden Rule also expressed in modern form here as the expected standard of
conduct for all humans because there is now so much power that can be in an individual's hands
that humans need to do this otherwise we may make ourselves extinct. For example I know a
person in our area that has the knowledge to build and use a device that can literally wipe out
everyone in our metropolitan area. So we must expect and demand responsible actions from
everyone.
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Many younger people do not know what our “American Way of Life” is so College professor
Wesley Arnold put down in a pretty picture what I think it is.

And here is what should be the basis for actions.

If this was used as a basis of actions what a better world and life we could have.
I feel that this is of such great importance that I have put is in several of my books in hope that
people will at least see it and think about it.
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Happenings many of us experienced.
The real Michigan State Fair

Wonderful Michigan State Fair Grounds
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See much more
of the Real Michigan
State Fair
starting at page 149
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We raised rabbits for wool and for food when I was a child in Center Line. My parents were
active in a rabbit breeders club. I got to raise and show my best rabbit at the State Fair every fall.
There was a small entry fee but it got us into the Fair every day without extra cost. My rabbit
always won a ribbon and once in awhile a trophy sponsored by the club.
What else that was great was that the State Fair had many little places to visit. There was the
horse riding and training events and one could visit every horse and meet the other kids who
were in usually in 4H clubs who were their with their horses, cows, pigs, sheep and other
animals. There was a cow and calf statue made of butter. There were many rides and things in
the carnival area. But what was most interesting were the various exhibits from car companies,
businesses and other groups. There were car crash movies and other movies. Exhibits of home
made cakes, dishes, quilting, knitting and crafts. There were several buildings such as Whitehall
that had business exhibits. And there were lots of food places with many different foods plus the
usual carnival goodies. In front of the Rabbit and poultry building was a fortune telling/psychic
who was fascinating. I remember a big white house which I think was Grant's house. The Boy
Scouts had a rope bridge across the long pond. In later years they put up the big Garland stove.
In the center of the Rabbit and poultry building was a goose-duck pond with a fountain. In the
various animal barns one could see baby animals even baby pigs having lunch. Various
entertainment acts came to the state fair. Cisco gave me his autograph. Now there are many
college kids going for Cisco training. But I actually met him. ;-) by Wesley Arnold
Lynn Warf Rice stated: Demolition derbys were so fun and all the free concerts! Too bad things
had to change it became very unsafe around there near the end and people just stopped going
Karen Osgood Cumming stated: We went every year. ...in later years always took our sons. ..my
Dad worked Shrine Circus there in Coliseum for many years. ...my husband used to work the
Eastern Star (Masonic) food booth by Coliseum for many years of fair...I have kitchen wall of
blue, red and white ribbons from State Fair....cooking, baking , canning. ..even our sons won
blue& red ribbons for things they made in Youth Exhibits... really good memories. . Lots of
concerts. ...all of Motown groups.....
Tina Marie Rodriguez-Shepan stated: My family use to go to the
circus, rodeos concerts and the rides. Loved the Clydesdale
horses there a was so much to see and do.
Don Mertke stated: a movie I watched at state fair showing a
cancer patients lung operation. They gave us a small loaf of
wonder bread to watch, they gave me way more than that the
knowledge to quit smoking
Jerry Seidl stated: I remember going Ice skating in doors at the
State Fair grounds
Even more popular than the State Fair were fancy ships and boats. Some were ornate
floating hotels. Here is just part of one room on the SS Detroit. Above and below
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Profes Wes stated: on my big history website I have many videos of Boblo including the boats
inside and outside and even controlling big steam engine http://dogoodforall.today/activities.html
Boat video and sound https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iqJFse3wr8&feature=related
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5 minute slide show with music https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9VOAhd5Jz8c&feature=related
Big Engine being controlled https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCZIv_DIcts
Engine room tour https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qYOhplVFj8
History video of Boblo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM4Aq0PItbU
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Boblo Boat outings. There were these two big steam engine boats who made several trips daily
during the summer to Bois Blanc Island across from Amherstburg Canada near the western end
of lake Erie. These were very enjoyable cruses to all as a big change from the usual routine of
daily life. The boats had bands that played happy music and people would dance to it. One
could just sit and watch the scenery go by. There were food and souvenirs being sold. Many of
us liked to watch the huge steam engine run with many huge mechanical parts moving. Once we
got to the Amusement park there were dozens of rides to go on. We always had food.
Sometimes there were shows to go to. See a history of Boblo Island and the boats that took you
there. http://vimeo.com/18516610
Darlene Hamilton Gilbert stated: Happiest of times! Went there so many times also the boat ride
was awesome loved the dance floor!
Neil G Erickson stated: Ahh the good ole days!!! Loved that place!! Deacon John William
Okragleski Went to Boblo Island every summer growing up, and later I took my wife when we
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were first married. Had great times there.
Kris Harvala stated: Great memories. It was the best class trip.
Wesley Arnold stated: The Boblo boats and
park were safe and fun and all around
wonderful. They even had moonlight cruses
on lake St Clair and the Detroit River.
When I was really young we took the SS Put
in Bay to Put in Bay island. I remember a
few wooden sail ships such as the J. T Wing
and was lucky enough to have gone on it
while it was afloat and later in it when it
became a museum on Belle Isle where the
Dossin Museum is now.
And there were big beautiful side wheel steam
boats such as the Greater Detroit and Western
states. They were magnificent floating hotels
with beautiful dining rooms, and staterooms,
lounges. Several bands. Moving scenery.

Many years later we watched it burn on lake St Clair when they were scrapping them.

Source of above http://www.glmi.org/GREATER%20DETROIT%20HISTORY%20%20b.pdf
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Local Band Concerts
Local Band Concerts were held in many places in our area
and enjoyed by all. Some of these were music for dancing.
The places they were held were Beside the various churches.
St Clement had a platform at one time and sponsored festivals
and had dance music.
Concerts were held beside the Warren Township hall at 11
Mile and Van Dyke and in semi wooded areas some of which
later became parks Epstein park along the Red Run. I was
surprised to discover that several churches allowed dancing and bands for dancing. Prior to this
there were barn dances and square dances with fiddlers and callers. Why square dancing?
Because people did not know how to dance and the caller would tell them what to do.
Here is one at the Old Township Hall at Van Dyke and 11
Mile. My mother is in this picture in about 1946.
We also went to many fine concerts at the wonderful Band
Shell on Belle isle. Remember Leroy Anderson syncopated
clock and fiddle faddle. We also went pick nicking, canoeing
there and watched the big Great Lakes freighters go by.
source http://retrodetroiter.com/detroiter/2013/09/19/belleisle-band-shell/ As a boy I was always hoping to see one
of the Nike missiles blast off and go up and blow up a jap
plane. They had the zoo there and riding horses and the
beautiful flowers in the glass building.
And there was the ship museum which was a real big
sailing ship. Plus we could go sail our sail boats or run our
gas powered boats in the model boat pond. Mine had a Fox
15 gas engine and a big propeller like a swamp buggy. To
get to Belle Isle you drove down Van Dyke then Center
Line street then down East Grand Blvd had to both thru a
tunnel and over a long bridge past a big floral clock on the
island and past big boat marinas we would stop at the big Scott Fountain which had color lights
at night. We could go canoeing or fishing or swimming or feed the deer and food lots of food.
Source http://www.allaboutmygarden.com/2013/03/the-cyclamen-of-belle-isle/
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They sometimes played little concerts at the Nancy Brown Peace Carillon

Across the river was Canada which we could visit by the big
Ambassador bridge or under water thru the big tunnel. And We could visit the submarine or
WWII boats at the Broadhead Armory. As kids we were quite happy with visits to Belle isle.
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Liberty Movie Theatre source Michigan Cinema History
It was opened in 1927 Had an estimated capacity estimated at 400
and closed 1950s Located
on Van Dyke at Weingartz.
Old timers mentioned many
times that they would pay
just pennies to see a movie
at the Liberty Theatre. Ed Jenuwine mentioned that he
ran a candy counter at the Liberty Theatre. It was also
used as a true theatre for plays. Had a stage and an
$8,000 organ. The Schoenherrs were big donors/users.
Am still looking for a picture of the inside. Like many
theatres of the day, the Liberty had a beautiful theatre organ to accompany the films shown that
originally were silent and needed an accompanying soundtrack to go along with the show. The
theatre organ was installed in the Liberty at a cost of $8,000 and was thought to be very
extravagant for the time because of the onset of the Great Depression that began in 1929, only a
couple years after the Liberty opened to the public.
It was used for meetings and commencements. Admission to the Liberty in the early 1950's was
around 14-cents for most shows and was a good way to spend a lazy Saturday afternoon and
refreshments were handled by a contracted company named J & J Vending. Ed Jenuwine.
In the early 1950's, the Liberty would become a religious home known as the Liberty
Temple, and this was organized and led by the Reverand Ralph Hart, along with his Texas
Musical Harts. Hart and his musical group would later move to the Nortown Theater in Detroit at
7 mile and Van Dyke.
Nortown Theater
Many of us remember going to the Nortown Theater located at 7 mile and Van Dyke
This "vest-pocket park" was built on part of the
vacated Weingartz Ave. right-of-way and both the
new street and park were named after Paul G. Hazen
who was the son of former Center Line Mayor
Adelbert Hazen and Leona Borsekowski.
Paul was born Sep 7, 1944 and was drafted
in Dec 4, 1965 to serve in the US Army during the
VietNam War. SP4 Paul Hazen served a tour of
duty that ended on Sept 23, 1966 when he was
killed during hostile action. He was the first soldier
from Center Line to be killed in the line-of-duty during that conflict.
Carol Elizabeth Gossage stated: I remember going to the Liberty show to see Elvis in Love. Me
Tender. But of course you could not hear anything, just screaming.
Mary Jo Van Maele stated: Liberty Roller rink was next door to the north.
Diane Orton Haynes stated: The Liberty Show, 25Cents/movie/popcorn/candy bar/
Mike Grobbel stated: Liberty was a movie theater that was built in 1927. I'm told that it closed
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during the Great Depression for a while and later re-opened. The theater finally closed sometime
in the 1950s and the building later housed "Skelly's Roller Skating Rink". The building's last role
was as the collision shop for Grissom's car dealership. Joyce Rheaume-Sidote stated: me and
my sister skated there at liberty rink, oh what fun days they were.
Van Dale Theater Wesley Arnold: I found that there was a predecessor to the wonderful Motor
City Theater. It was the VanDale theater on Van Dyke near Nine Mile Road. Fred Gemmill told
me he went there and that it was a small theater. I found movies advertised in the local papers of
the time.
Motor city Theater/Skating 1939-1986

The Motor City Theater opened in 1939 as a 400
seat movie house, closed 1960. The Motor City
Theater showed movies for years. But as more
and more people stayed home to watch TV
programs attendance dropped. Someone posted
this picture of part of the art Deco walls of the
motor City after it became a rink. It then became

the Motor City Skating rink. House Capacity of the
Roller Rink posted as 1100-1480 Persons Roller
Rink Grand Opening On January 13th 1961, with The Last Public Open Skate On June 15th
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1986 Berger King now sets on the spot. We are still looking for at least one decent picture of the
motor City Theater. Please send to wecare@dogoodforall.today Wes Arnold
Persons who posted the pictures on Facebook please contact me so I can give you credit. Need
details and years.
I am looking for better pictures of the Motor City Theater outside and inside

Ryan Theatre 22884 Ryan Road
Source Chuck Van Bibber The Ryan
Theatre opened on December 28,
1949, with a seating capacity of
1,400, all located on a single floor.
One of the special features was the
side exit vestibule that opened to a
500 car parking lot with a covered
canopy for the patrons to wait
under. The block brick building had

a moulted cream, tan and red porcelain enamel front. The double marquee was lined with bright
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neon stars on the center. Flowers were painted on a green backround on the lobby walls. The
auditorium had the same effect with the flowers and patterns on painted walls. Restrooms were
done in a cream tile and terazzo floors. The Ryan Theatre closed in the early-1970’s and now the
building is completely modernized and retail space occupies the lobby and auditorium. As a
movie theatre it was operated by Motor City Theatres.
They showed movies for kids and general public. Prices varied but often was 35 cents adults 20
cents for kids. Sometimes they gave away mini loves of Silvercup bread.
Gaily gaily Over years previews varied from 10 cents then went up.
I lived in back of this theatre my entire life. The
parking lot was huge and the theatre had an “art
deco” look. The theatre closed after a
neighborhood kid started a fire inside the
building (while it was closed).
Denny Grider stated: Remember the Ryan show?
First it was a quarter to get in to a Saturday
double feature, King Kong vs. Godzilla or 3
stooges, or Dr. Shivago or cartoons. Then it went
up to 35 cents and we thought it was highway
robbery! You could go next door to Burlers and
buy a bag of candy for a quarter and get some
good stuff...bottle pops made of wax, squirrels,
Mary Jane's, licorice, and who could forget the
pea shooters with a bag of peas so you could nail
people in the back of the head....ah the good
times!
Timothy Lanfear stated: We had to walk there,
my parents wouldn't drive us anywhere.
Denny Grider stated: It was a great kid sitter for
our parents, sometimes Saturday and Sundays.
Stephen J. Tye stated: You could not beat two
full movies for $0.25 and Burler's candy store
Paula Heatlie Frolka stated: Remember seeing
double feature of House of Dark Shadows and Scream, scream, and scream again with my sister
and her best friend. I was too young because Scream, Scream, and Scream Again scared the
CRAP out of me. I had nightmares for a very long time!!!!
Carol Ann Rafalko stated: Loved & still love Burlers! Nearby
Cheryl Fitzsimmons Lee stated: Used to go to Burlers and get penny candy before we went. Had
my allowance of 50 cents. 2 movies and u could stay over and watch again.
Redford Theater
Many of our
citizens continue to
go there. Grand
River at Lahser Is
the only old time
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theater left. It has a big beautiful organ and shows weekly. They have reasonable prices.
Roseville, At Gratiot and Utica Road.
Jewel and Shores and other theaters were around also.
Drive In Movies.
Van Dyke Drive In was the closest On Van Dyke north of 13 Mile, There Was the Gratiot Drive
In, Galaxy at 10 mile and Dequindre and Bel-Aire on 8 mile.For those youngsters who have
never been to one. There was a huge screen they projected movies on after dark. Speakers were
mounted on poles. They had long cords one could bring it into the car or hang it on the window.
There was a concession stand that sold popcorn, candy and pop. People often snuck in, in the
trunk or by hiding on the floor. People at the drive in knew it but usually ignored it. People went
there to see the movies or make out.
Bel Air 10100 East 8 Mile Road was a drive in and later converted to a
10 screen theater.
Diane Yagloski Solak stated: I sure Miss Drive In's..The Gratiot Drive
In.. from the late 40's untill 1987..It was one of Roseville's chief
landmarks..The Structure Featured a Three tiered Waterfall..
Shelley Redmond There still a drive-in in Dearborn , the Ford Wyoming
to this day !!! there's five theaters two-for-one movies for about 10 bucks we go every three or
four days in the summertime !!!!
Don R Willhite Jr stated: Oh do I ever remember the Bel-Air,last shows I ever saw there was an
awesome 80's triple bill just before they shut down:Ghostbusters,Gremlins & The Beastmaster
Jeff Borden stated: We used to turn off the headlights and enter through the exit for free, worked
everytime!
Marlene Nieto Anderson stated: And fireworks sitting on the trunk of the car.
Movies Elsewhere
Joe Spiewak stated: Anyone ever go to the Saturday afternoon "movies" in the basement of St.
Clements?
William Ribbing stated: Believe it or not, Sister Consolatta decided that we needed to learn to
dance, so she began having dances in the new school cafeteria which was downstairs. This was
in 1953. They hadn't closed the old school yet, but all 12 year olds needed to go down in the
cafeteia and learn to dance. Boys on one side and girls on the other and sister would pair us up
until we learned to ask the girls to dance. HAHA.
Sandy Fortin stated: The nuns taught my class how to square dance in the gym/auditorium in the
old building. I didn't even know there was a gym until that day.
About movies Wesley Arnold stated: As a boy I learned how to run
a 16 MM projector in school and at Rabbit raising club meetings.
We used to rent movies that were both color and sound from a place
on Gratiot and I would show them. These were state of the art at
that time. Later people bought 8 mm cameras then super 8 and
made home movies. 16 mm movies were good enough to project at
the institute of Art big auditorium where we watched George parot
and Stan Midgley, Don Cooper, Dennis Glenn Cooper and other
travelogues. They showed interesting colorful films of America.
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Our favorites were Colorado, California, and the Western national parks. I bought a Bolex 16
mm wind up camera and began making my own and became a professional photographer. Now
with our modern digital equipment you can do about as well as with film and the cameras are
much smaller. One can now carry around multiple books and movies in one's pocket and show
them on any computer. Anyway the old travel log speakers and their 16 mm movies were very
enjoyable and informative to millions of people back in the 1940-1980s. Now one can rent
excellent travel movies from the public library or see them on PBS. Stan Midgley was the
greatest, funniest and had excellent professional color movies.
The Eastown Theatre on Harper Avenue in Detroit. Many of our citizens went there. See book
109 for more. Old theater that residents could take a street car directly to.
Van Dyke Theater Van Dyke near Harper old theater that residents could take a street car directly to.

Edgewater Park

Edgewater Park was 20-acre park at Grand River and Seven Mile Rd on Detroit’s opened in
1927. most popular recreation spots, particularly during the Depression and World War II when it
provided an inexpensive way to have fun and forget one’s worries for a short while. The park
featured popular attractions such as the wooden roller coaster “Wild Beast,” a gigantic 110-foot
Ferris Wheel and the “Hall of Mirrors.” Closed September 1981
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There were local Put Puts along Van Dyke.
Not a park but gave rides. Remember the Big
Tire on I94
Current Parks
Huckleberry Rail Road Crossroads Village Flint
Metro parks several in area We went to Metro
Beach Park for the beach
Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village
was the Best historical park.
Ceder Point biggest

Other local parks of the past
Yates Mill and Sleeper State park was an old
time favorite. It had a water bridge crossing the
river.
Riverland park on Van Dyke Utica
Eastwood Park – East Point/ Detroit , MI – MAP (1928 - 1952)
Jefferson Beach – Detroit / St Clair Shores, MI – (1927 - 1959 )
Riverland Amusement Park - Sterling Heights, MI - (1935 – 2003)
Sugar Island Park – Detroit, MI - (1898 - 1940s) [Couldn't compete with Bob-lo Island]
Walled Lake – Walled Lake, MI – (1919 - 1968)
Luna Park. Near Belle Isle Condemned by the city in 1929.
Remember the Little Michigan Roadside Parks you could stop at with an outhouse and picnic
table such as the one on Van Dyke near Romeo. Profes Wes
And of course our local and city parks the oldest being the now parking lot of St Clement Church
which held picnics and had music. Then Epstein park in
Warren Village.
Barn Dances, Ho Downs, Shindigs
There was the Warren Village Barn, and in Van Dyke a
big barn used for shindigs.
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Fires
Drought fires years not usually noted, one burned across whole state 1874
Barn fires, stable fires, Hundreds of house fires hundreds of other small fires and a few tanker
fires.
Big Fires were : Pampa Lanes, Green Acres Shopping Center, Handy Andy, Center Line
Apartments, Tank Plant below

Wesley Arnold stated: I am proud to have served with these fine men. Norm Smith was great as
was Art Anderson Nelhs Gregorsen. Guy Swanson was a Strong big bear but with a great
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personality. Ken Garlow used to kid me a lot. But he lived on my street and we were friends.
Paul Gagne was quiet opposite of Ken. Almost lost my life at least twice. Once in a housefire I
went in to see if children were in a bedroom (they hide in closets and under beds in fires) but my
face mask fogged up so went out to clear it. Found out a few minutes later that if I had taken one
more step I would have become sizzling piece of bacon on a red hot oil furnace which had
already burnt out the floor above it. Another time was on top of Joe's Bike shop at around 3 AM
during the huge Handy Andy hardware fire. Exploding turpentine and paint cans were going off.
In the Darkness three big hoses on ladder trucks had begun pouring water thru the smoke in the
darkness. Two of us were on top of Joe's putting a hose on the back side of the fire when a
powerful stream of water hit us out of the darkness from one of the remote ladder hosed from the
front. We had to drop our hose and literally hand on to shingles to keep from being swept into
the red hot twisting steel beans. Later I was so glad to be down from there safely. One dry
summer we had so many grass fires we had to ride around the area putting out several.
Lynne Halleck stated: Yes. Remember it well.
Garry Watts stated: Great pics... I remember it well.
Mike O'Lear Sr. stated: Oh ya i remember that one! And I think that was only a 3rd. Alarm back
then.
Jeff Doneth stated: Don't remember what year but I was standing on a tank watching it burn.
Keith Gurney stated: Nov 88...my first fire out of the academy
Patrick O'Lear stated: it was fun.
Mike Grobbel stated: Remember when the original Kroger Store at Green Acres burned to the
ground? It happened during the winter sometime in the early 1960s.
Mary Jo Van Maele stated: I remember the fire at the Kroger store at Green Acres in the 60's. My
mom worked just north on Mound at H.L. Claeys Plumbing and Heating for over 30 years as a
bookeeper/secretary. We drove through the parking lot a few days after the fire to take a look.
Mike Grobbel stated: My late aunt, Marie Radtke, also worked in the office at Claeys. My dad
was a plumber and he had an account with them. He was also a volunteer firefighter and if I
remember correctly, he was part of the CLFD crew that was called in on mutual aid to fight that
Kroger fire.
Mary Jo Van Maele stated: The Kroger fire was front
page Macomb Daily. I remember my Uncle Jim
Ritchie telling my dad his(brother), not sure if he was
fire chief or commisioner at the time, all about the big
fire. It must have been a day or so after the fire that
my dad drove us all over there to sit in the parking lot
and look at the burned building still smoking. I don't
remember them having any problem with looters,
maybe they weren't invented yet!
Youngs Garden Mart Fire
Bon Fires
Judy Mandel stated: I remember when CLHS Homecoming included a Bon Fire outside of the
school between Wolfe and Center Line....
Mary Jo Van Maele stated: I so remember many of the bon fires. When it was really burning
good, a dummy dressed like a Lincoln HS football player was thrown in and everyone would
cheer! Homecoming week end in Centerline was a big family party for the whole city. good
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memories!
Judy Mandel stated: Homecoming was a big event back in the good ole' days....not as much
now..
Rick White stated: That was a FIRE!
Gary Britigan stated: I especially remember the 1969 bonfire. CLHS was being expanded at the
time and there was a lot of construction debris from the new addition that was added to the
bonfire. That bonfire was huge!!!
Terry McArthur stated: They would get so much stuff to burn..Good Times!! Kids get cheated
these days out of Fun like those bonfires??
Light fires
Tim Smith stated: They had some really powerful floodlights out front and we used to go up
there and put the wood chips from around the bushes on the lights. Within 5 minutes they would
start smoking. One night the cops saw us and pulled into the lot, but we ran down Gronow and
jumped through a couple of yards and got away. It was a long time before we did that again.
Laser Light shows Fantastic displays of Wizardry, or so it seemed when we first saw Laser light
shows at the Cranbrook Planetarium. Then we stayed for the real planet and star shows of the
night sky through time. Remembered professor Wesley Arnold
Wesley Arnold: I think I am Mike's Number 1 fan. He has come up with a lot of great
research and shares it all. He is Center Line's best Historian. He has outdone even old me.
Thank You Mike Grobbel
Mary Jo Van Maele: Mike and Wesley you have both given us so many memories

of the wonderful childhood we had in Center Line. Thanks to you both.
Mike Grobbel "Don't Smoke in Bed - He did!" - Warren FD pick-up truck. Picture

Harold Jenuwine stated: I remember playing on the hill by memorial park there was a hole in the
fence and used to go run up and down the railroad tracks there were two swamps back there the
VFW sits on one and there was one across from Sherwood school would spend all day catching
frogs and snakes and every one would put pennies on the tracks and let the train run over them.
Plane Crashes Three known one safe landing other two had fatalities
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March 10 1988 A cargo plane crashed into a garage and house in Warren killing 3 which were the
pilot and a father and mother in the house. A neighbor rescued 2 children from the house.
May 04, 1986 Piper PA-23-150
Garry Watts stated: No one was hurt at the plane landing on Martin. I pulled up just as it rolled to
a stop.. Was listen to airport talk him on my scanner an was close by. Pilot did a great job.
April 27, 2012
Train wrecks one big one over 11 mile bridge. A couple of derailments. But many car train
collisions always the fault of car driver.
Richard Hyska stated: The St. Clement class of 1941. Back when the highest degree a girl could
expect was a MRS.??

Richard Hyska stated: The dresses were probably meant to say that they were all still virgins.
Mary Jo Van Maele and the boys are dressed like they're on their way to the yacht club, country
club, or off to play an exciting fast-paced game of crickett. very interesting photo.
Jennie Savine-Suhy Maryliw stated: What a beautiful photo! It's a far cry from how kids dress
nowadays, isn't it?
Mike Grobbel stated: They were dressed like this for their formal HS graduation photo and that
is what they would have worn to their graduation ceremony. All but four of the graduates in that
photo have been identified on my web page that contains this photo:
http://schs.grobbel.org/schs1941.htm
St. Clement High School Class of...
Frances LeFevre, (unidentified female), Albert Hiller, Virginia Burrick, John Eisenman,
Germaine Burrick,. schs.grobbel.org
Wesley Arnold stated: Proud of you again. Mike. Great!
Jill Levandowski Forsythe stated: There was another "haunted house" down the street from St.
Clement. I passed it on the way to school from Warren Blvd every day. It spooked me so much I
made sure I crossed the street before passing it. It was extra creepy because it was near the back
corner of the cemetery. The alley behind it led to the woods that is now the football field. Legend
goes that after it burned down someone found a bunch of money
JoAnn Wiegand stated: I remember, the farmer used to shoot at us from this place. at least thats
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what we thought, used to play in that field when I went to Miller.
Lori Levise stated: There was a farmer that used to shoot buckshot at us that owned part of the
property near Hoover and 11 Mile, way before the freeway and the shopping centers there now.
We lived on Busch one of the first houses there. Watched them all being built and played in the
holes dug for the basements and played king of the hill on the piles of dirt.
Wesley Arnold stated: Here is one of the outstanding pieces of our history. I had been told
that there was quite a story about the person buried there and marked by this old cross at St
Clement Cemetery. First the words on the stone are difficult to read and some letters are now
unreadable. So since I had my copy I made of the old St Clement records I examined them and
found this: Sister Maria Emmanuel Bridaladen? age 21 from Sisters Provident Maria de Silvis of
Vigo Co Indiana. Old timers told me that this was about a young nun who taught the children
and was very well loved. Another story was that she was passing through. Good example of
history not being written down. I had puzzled about it for years but our Center Line Historian
Mike Grobbel found an article in a private paper that told at least part of the story.
Mike Grobbel stated: From the Jan. 1957 "St. Clement Reporter":
Sister Emmanuel, one of the Sisters of Providence (of Vigo County,
Indiana) who taught the children of St. Clement School, became ill
with tuberculosis in about 1891. The roads were too rough and the
distance to her home too great, so she had no choice but to remain
here until she died at the age of twenty-one. She was buried in St.
Clement Cemetery.
The Sisters planted myrtle on her grave and cared for it through
many years. The stone which marked her grave has been broken by
vandals in recent years, but the pieces have been carefully picked
up, the grass neatly cut and the broken stone replaced time after
time by the old timers who knew the story behind the broken stone.
http://grobbel.org/.../sc/st_clement_reporter_1957_pg3.jpg
Wesley Arnold stated: Many feel that a true heroes are persons who put others before
themselves and is really intent on making this a better place for all. This sister is one of our
heroes and deserves to be remembered.
Posse Posse of Farmers with Pitch Forks capture unarmed Bandit at Van Dyke near 13 Mile Feb 19, 1930 from local paper [ I am looking for date and source]
Kid Games and pastimes Wes Arnold stated: We had a lot of kids games. Just give us a ball and
send us outside and that was often a good babysitter for an afternoon.
Commercial games Chess, Checkers, Chinese Checkers, Pick Up Sticks,
Monopoply, Carrom Board, Back Gammon, Scrabble, Flash cards on
topics, Card games. Give us horse or bike and we were gone exploring.
Denny Grider stated: Ahhh, tossing a hardball in the air under the street
lights, home made tents in the backyard on a Friday or Saturday night.
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Cats Eye,

Cats Cradle,

color cradle

Cats Diamonds Soldiers Bed, Clock the end

Center Line USO, Library and Recreation Center

Cats Whiskers
Wesley Arnold stated: Taken with
my little Brownie Hawkeye
Camera. Observe I had to turn it
sideways to fit it all in. Posted
Jeff Lusk stated: Cool.. Chris
Rettig stated: Great snooker table
Sheryl Gorbe stated: I loved that place. I lived on Wiegand and my Mom would let me walk over
on my own. Took piano lessons there.
Wesley Arnold stated: Loved the Library They had Dances for teens, Archery club, someone said
a rifle club but not verified and many other activities. Tom Pounder the Director took folks on
adventure trips to many states in his bus. He was my classmates Barbara Pounder's father.
William S Brown stated: And if we didn't go to Johnny's...we went to the "Rec"...

Fluoride treatments at Ellis
Janice Gatewood Coffey stated: remember getting fluoride treatments done in elemenatry school.
I remember having it done at Ellis. They had chairs lined up, and the dentist put cotton in the
sides of our mouths and put the fluoride on our teeth. The newspaper came and took a picture of
us. I think we were the first ones to have it done.
Barbara Caroline Franke Kolling stated: Fluoride treatments at Ellis. that's why most of us
have better teeth than our parents!
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Memorial Park & Hill In addition to baseball mounds, grass and tables there was a hill used by
kids to sled on in the winter.
At the little park between the parking lots for Chatham and fores City was a little strip park. This
first had some small hills. They were torn down after some stupid kid decided to try to sled
down it into traffic on Van Dyke. Picture see above Hazen Park.
Ice rinks were made by the city in the fall then flooded so that they would freeze making an ice
rink. Between Virginia park and Bernice over by Ellis School was a rink. Who remembers ice
skating at Dale and Van Dyke?
Jim Milewski stated: I remember going to the rec department to get hockey permits for our
gangs' Sunday morning hockey games for whatever rink available. Dale, State Park, Kramer...
Susan McHugh Cilia stated: Skating at Ellis one pond was for Hockey the other for skaters, oh
yes we taught ourselves, no lessons! mom would come get us for lunch Tomato soup and grill
cheese, then back we went..fun
Leona Kahl stated: I remember carrying my skates to the pond. And by the time you got there
your ice skates were frozen and so were your feet, but you didn't care you laced up your skates
and went out there and kept skating until you couldn't feel your fingers toes or no.
Julie Richmond Boussie stated: Now you have me laughing - I remember crack the whip - what
fun that was. It is such a shame that kids now a days don't play outside as much as we all did.
There was a rink on Dale and Van Dyke too. They used to have speakers and play music. I
remember ice skating to Sugar Sugar by the Archie's.
Tammi Kauzlarich Ulinski stated: The rink on the north (Bernice) side was for hockey and the
south rink (Virginia Park) was for figure skating.
Kim Meduvsky stated: We went to the rink at Dale and VD every night we could. Someone
would get a barrel from Pollyolium, another would bring wood for the fire!!! I remember our
game of choice was Pom Pom. What fun!!
Tim Smith stated: We used to skate and play hockey at the rink on Lawrence (by Gronow) at
Memorial Park by Diamond 5. We lost a ton of pucks in the snow banks and would have to go up
there in the spring and find them when the snow melted. But you could only play hockey during
"certain hours" on "certain days". The cops would actually take our hockey sticks away if we
played at the wrong times.
Lorrie Holland Crago stated: The fire department used to flood the field (before lowes and little
ceasars) and make an ice rink
Ole Historian W.A. stated: for 12,000 years Ponds existed in our area up until they were drained
and relandscaped due to farming and the making of urban subdivisions. Many of the old timers
told about swimming in the various ponds in the summer. For thousands of years kinds swam in
these without clothes. No big deal even as late as the 1930s. In those days the kids just took off
their clothes and went swimming. Both boys and girls. There was no problem with this. They
all grew up on the farm and knew the facts of life. Bedsides the boys didn't dare mess with the
girls else they have their butts beat by their fathers if they were accused of anything. Of course
we are not talking about the late teenage years. Joan one of the two Angles of St Clement told me
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about the pond that was located at is now east of the Angel statue in St Clement Cemetery. She
stated the kids used to catch pollywogs every spring and bring them home.
Swimming We would ride our bikes down to Lipke pool on Van Dyke near 7 Mile to go
swimming in the summer. Sometimes there were trips to Metro Beach at 16 Mile and Jefferson.
We would go to lakes at state parks. Boy Scouts held swimming instruction at Persing High
School pool. Those were the only pools around. Back then people did not have swimming pools
in their back yards. Everyone had to shower first and no one wore swim trunks except the adults.
And that was no problem. All natural. So What. No big deal.
Horseback riding There were still horses at homes until WWII. With exception of stables like
Palicos after 1950 you only could ride horses at Riding Ranches. When Warren became a city
horses and other farm animals were banned.
Golf course Bonnie Bartlett stated: Anyone remember the golf course ? I think it was on
Lorraine near where Wolfe Jr high. I just remember getting golf balls in the 50s from under the
bushes.
Picknicks were held at the Warren Township hall, at groves of trees near St Clement and other
churches and at Warren Park also known as Epstein Park. In the real old days there were no rest
rooms to people just went out into the woods to do their business. Like traveling thru Arkansas
today. ;-) Contests were often held at reunions, weddings, 4th of July etc. any kind of
competition that could be thought up such as such as races, three legged race, ball games, apple
bobbing, seed spitting, husband calling, hog calling, log rolling, log cutting, greased pig, etc.
Horse racing and later Car racing, was common. Later the Motor City Speedway opened
at 8 Mile and Shoenherr. Destruction derby was broadcast on TV
Dances
In the old days people would hold Barn dances. Also there were Sugar Hopps for young people
where they could meet and socialize. Farmers sons often met and married nearby farmers
daughters. In later years they were held at the Township hall, Recreation Center, Schools and at
Festivals in tree groves. There were Beer fests, sausage fests, Polish and German fests etc where
bands played cheerful dancing music. Sometimes these were at events sponsored by churches.
Tributes
Oz Grobbel by
Mike Grobbel
http://www.mlive.com/…/
…/michigan_honors_alton_
oz_grobb.html
Michigan Honors: Alton "Oz"
Grobbel, of Center Line, who
escorted a general in Japan
Alton "Oz" Grobbel, 89, never
reached the front lines of battle in
World War II,
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Valor awards for Ralph R. Michalski
The President of the United States of America takes pleasure in presenting the
Silver Star to Corporal Ralph R. Michalski (MCSN: 659359), United States
Marine Corps, for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity while serving as a Fire
Team Leader of Company E, Second Battalion, First Marines, FIRST Mar…
projects.militarytimes.com
Al Basil Sr 'stated: A real
Center Line HERO! Don
Wilson was my next
neighbor on Central Ave.
He lived to be 92, and
lived out his life in Cass City, Michigan
with his lovely wife Martha and children.'
Margaret McArthur stated: My dad also
drove a tank in WWII, he was in the 11th
armored division under General Patton.
they were in Germany and liberated a
concentration camp.. James Abraham and
he moved into centerline in ..1956
Bev Minko Karjala stated: My fatherin-;law was a Medic in WWII. He was in
the Army.
Al Jenuwine Paul Hazen the 1st to
die !!
Maureen Brunton Paul Hazen graduated
from St Clement in 1962, as did I. And
Sheryl, we loved living next to your
parents. ...Wonderful couple...good
memories.
George Nicholas Selaty shared his photo.
Lest we forget ~ my friend Paul. I miss
you buddy, George Selaty
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George Nicholas Selaty stated: That day
at George Rudy's Funeral home will
forever be seared into my memory. I was
the Sailor in uniform standing and
weeping at my friend Pauls Casket. The
grief and sadess in that room was
overwhelming. America Home of the
Free because of the Brave ~ Semper
Fortis
Mary Jo Van Maele stated: I remember
my cousin Paul as being fun loving and
the youngest of my Aunt Leona and
Uncle Berts 4 children. I believe he was
engaged to be married when he was
killed and that it took about 2 weeks
from the time of his death until he
arrived at the funeral home. His body
was in the casket under glass. I was 13
years old at the of his death. If I can help
in any way I will. Lori Budnick
Prochowski, does your mom know how
to get in touch with Arlene Hazen?
Al Basil Sr Daniel Francis Cahill
SGT - E5 - Army - Selective Service 1st
Cav Division (AMBL) 21 year old
Single, Caucasian, Male Born on Nov
16, 1947 From CENTER LINE,
MICHIGAN Length of service 1 year.
His tour of duty began on Dec 07, 1968
Casualty was on Feb 24, 1969 in TAY
NINH, SOUTH VIETNAM HOSTILE, GROUND CASUALTY GUN, SMALL ARMS FIRE
Body was recovered Religion ROMAN CATHOLIC Panel 31W - - Line 33 Daniel is laid to rest
at Resurrection Cem, Macomb Co, MI Photo received from Sherryl McCaffrey
Center Line GI Dies in Vietnam CENTER LINE -- The death of Sgt. Daniel Francis Cahill, 21,
in Vietnam Monday left his family, friends and former teachers stunned, real bitterness of war.
The eldest of Mr. and Mrs. Basil F. Cahill’s seven children, Daniel graduated from St. Clement
High School, attended Macomb County Community College for one year and entered the service
in January 1963. He had been in Vietnam three months when he died “from wounds received on
combat operations when engaged with a hostile force in afire fight.” SGT. Cahall was vicepresident of his senior class, active in school theatre groups and the Future Teachers’ Club.
“I think he had a very special talent for writing poetry,” Sister said, “a depth of soul that didn’t
ordinarily come out if you talked to him only casually. Sgt. Cahill had just turned 21 in
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November. His family lives at 7251 Weingartz, Center Line. Funeral arrangements will be
handled by Ford Funeral Home. The Macomb Daily, Feb.27 1968, front page Sgt. Daniel F.
Cahill CENTER LINE – Services will be held Thursday for Sgt. Daniel F. Cahill, 21, 7251
Weingartz, who was killed Feb. 24 in South Vietnam. He is survived by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Basil Cahill, and six brothers and sisters, Mrs. Michelle Diss, of Warren, and Sherry, Janis,
Jeffery, Brian and Shawn, at home. His paternal grandfather, Michael Cahill, of Southfield, also
survives. Sgt. Cahill was a 1966 graduate of St. Clement High School where he was vicepresident of the senior class. He attended Macomb County Community College for one year
before entering the Army. Burial will be in Resurrection Cemetery. The Macomb Daily, March
3, 1969, page 13-A
Paul Kleisinger stated: James Vassollo class of 66 St. Clement was there in same province as
Danny Cahill at same time as Danny's Death.
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Yes Denise Luke, Sean Cahill passed away about 9 years ago. Brian
and I had a child together and her name is Amber, she going to be 30 in June. I wish I could get
my hands on some of her Uncle Dan's poetry, I tell her about him all the time. I think she would
really enjoy reading what he wrote, I had a copy of all of them, but we had a house fire 5 years
ago.
Al Basil Sr stated: Donald Beck Obituary - Sterling Heights, Michigan - Wujek - Calcaterra &
Sons Obituary, funeral and service information for Donald Wesley Beck from Sterling Heights,
Michigan..wujekcalcaterra.tributes.com
Wally Jenuwine stated: photo. About Guy Swanson
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Tim Smith stated: I remember the firemen over our house putting on an addition with a
fireplace. Mr. Swanson and Mr. Anderson had me working the mortar detail. I had a small
wheelbarrow and get some mortar scooped into the wheelbarrow and get some mortar scooped
into the wheelbarrow and bring it over to them. When they need more they'd just say - "more
mortar Smitty" and I'd wheel over some more. The firemen all "stuck together" and helped each
other out. Bunch of great guys.
Roxanne Grobbel stated: Our fireplace and numerous other home improvement projects were
completed by firemen and policemen (and
uncles if it was plumbing - Vince Grobbel.
Thought all plumbers, electricians and
carpenters were paid with beer.
Wally Jenuwine stated: Guy was the one that
talked me into becoming a firefighter. Spent
many of nights hanging out in his garage
working on projects and listening to his
stories. Thank you sir!
Richard W Menge The Center Line VFW
post was named after him. He was born
April 9, 1919 in Center Line. Attended St Clement and Center line High School where he
excelled in scholastic and athletic endeavors. In April 1941 he entered the US Army and was
assigned to the 32 Red Arrow Division 126 Infantry. On December 16, 1942 Cpl was killed in
Burma, New Guinea. He is survived by his mother Mrs Teckla Menge: two brothers, and one
sister all residing in Center Line.
Ed March's photo. Joseph D Boesl stated: I used to set pins at Ma Zotts in 1946.Made most of
my money on Friday nights when the leagues played. I got 10 cents a line
Wes
Arnold:
Nelson
Zott who
ran the
place, was
very
popular,
was a city
official, is now in St Clement Cemetery Zott
added a bowling alley to the restaurant.
Mary Jo Van Maele stated:
This is a photo of my dad, Joe Ritchie, when he was a Center Line cop, late 40's early 50's.
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Wesley Arnold asked Who was the Shoe
Cobbler in Center Line? His son went to
Center line High School about class of 63.
Sherman Mace stated: I had him in a class of
mine in 9th grade. We had to give a speech on
what we wanted to do in life. His was on he
wanted to be a shoe repairmen like his father as
he thought that was job security. He would
never be out of work.
Susann Bendert stated: Ed Kragewski was the
owners (Dan Dee) name. He lived in East
Detroit had four kids a set of twins (boy &
Girl) My brothers (Joe & Mike Bendert) both
worked for Ed and Ed had tried to get my
brother Joe to buy the store before he went to
Macomb Mall. My brother's went to St
Clement's until 1961 then we moved to Warren. My brother continued to work for Ed on and off
through the19 61-70's. The shoe shop was between Ritter and Warren Blvd. next to Wolf's. ·The
White building is the 1960s Wold hardware. George and a brother and sister ran it, Friendly
folks. They were always helpful. When urban renual came in it was torn down and the Harley
Davidson building was the new wolf hardware. but Kmart and Walmart killed them on prices and
they finally closed up.
Theresa Stempien-Jurkiewicz stated: Oh my, used to walk to this place to get loafers stitched up,
or get cleats put on my heals! Remember the moon shaped shaped metal cleats, and how cool it
was to click away when one walked! The place was like next to the old Mercury Cleaners, about
4-5 blocks south of Ten Mile.
Al Jenuwine stated: Right on van Dyke & Ritter. Next to Gas Station Hudson & Kayo
Tim Briere stated: Around 1965, my brother Dave and I convinced our parents to buy us Pedwin
shoes. Pointed toe, large heel in the back, very cool. But they needed a pair of cletes on the back.
I walked into DanDee shoe and ordered the 50cent cletes. I was 10 years old. Well I thought I
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was so cool until I walked into mass at St.Clement. My shoes made a racket that echoed, and I
was getting attention that hadn't planned on.
Debbie Connell Fox stated: I remember walking past these every day, twice a day, on the way to
and from St. Clement.
Carolyn Elwart Humphries stated: There was also a shoe repair next to St. Clement's old rectory
owned by Renauds. It was next to Remsing Cleaners in probably one of the first strip malls.Ha!
Now I'm going WAY back. 40s and 50s
Barbara Franke stated: the shoemakers name was mr. renaurd, his wife also worked in the shop.
she was usually the one to give you your shoes when repaired. She was usually working on the
sewing machine. Their grandson Freddie was in my class. This goes back to late 40's early 50's...
Linda Lentine stated: That was my grandfather Emile Renaud who owned the shoe repair shop.
My grandmother who worked there was named Jennie
(DuPont) Renaud. As an infant till I was two years old, my parents lived in the little apartment
that was attached in the back of the shoe repair shop. My parents were Henry Renaud , and Mary
June ( Godin) Renaud. They lived on Central in CenterLine. Both are deceased. Mom @ age 60
in 1991, and dad @ age 78 in 2007.
Linda Lentine stated: Forgot to add that my grandparents ( Renaud) shoe repair was next to the
old St. Clement Rectory. The shoe shop was torn down, to make way for the new St. Clement
church, back then.
Scouting
Over the years the scouts they taught saved many lives. My life was saved by a scout.
Scouts learned good values, leadership,
survival skills and a lot of other good stuff in
addition to doing many projects that benefited
our community over many years.
Some of our great Scout leaders were: James
Imerzel, William Pearch, Al Gregerson,
Alyous Sypikowski, Leo Mathews who also
was also a First Aid Instructor.
There was troop MC30 sponsored by the
Rotary Club back in the 1950s. We did a lot of
camping. See the old 1940s Hudson at
Charles Howell Scout Ranch. To the right
We even went on Operation DeepFreeze in January
where we slept out in the cold below zero in tents. The
scout leaders prepared us for it. The Scouts teach
leadership. The more senior scouts taught the younger
ones how to survive. I remember learning how to start
a fire without matches and keeping the fire going. At
below Zero one did not linger in the outhouse. Old
Robert Tower recited the Tale-Poem of Robert service
about Sam Magee in Alaska. He was superintendent of
Schools office at Charwood then. Our raw Eggs froze
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solid. Had to boil them to cook them all on wood fire no grill. We did map and compass
orienting. We were mostly all trained in First Aid but were taught to Be Prepared and Be Careful.
So it wasn't needed. In the summer I got Horsemanship Merit Badge at D-A Scout Ranch. And as
an Explorer we went to a Airplane school and did a little flying. Archery range and Rifle range
was educational. We were all taught to swim. And most important Scouting had great values for
kids to learn and practice like the Scout Law, Oath, Motto and slogan. Wow kids really need
that today. OK I was proud to be a scout and thankful that a scout saved my life.
Here is a rag tag group of wonderful men who kept MC30
running. The old man with the pot belly was my grandfather in his
80s. I think that is Mr Ignash on his left. The sponsoring institution
the Rotary club did next to nothing to help us. But the boys learned
good survival skills and leadership skills and quite a few other useful
things. Best of all these boys learned good moral values, something
that seems lacking today. We were poor money wise but rich in
useful knowledge such as First Aid, survival, horse back riding,
canoeing, swimming, orienting, directions, mapping, camping, outdoor cooking and use of tools.
Sheryl Gorbe stated: This is a photo of some of the cub scouts from
the St. Clement's pack. Early 50s I would assume. The only kid I
recognize is my brother: Vaun Gorbe. He is on the far left.
Janice Gatewood Coffey stated: Leo Matthews was my next door
neighbor on Harding too. He was a Scoutmaster. You must have been
on the other side of them.
Barbara Kostrubiec Gordy stated: then Rich is your brother. Do you
remember Barb Kalin (that's me )How about Shirley Kalin, Ken Kalin. The Laske's, Fortin's,
Furst: s.Shirley Beste Susan and Linda Porter. Stated: Ahern realtor lived next to the cemetery on
Engleman and behind me.
Tim Smith stated: I was in Pack 1444.
Denise Pawlitz Polatka stated: My brother's David and Dennis were in Pack 1923
Joel Fedorchak stated: Yep, and then Boy Scout Troop 1923. 1444 was from St. Clements.
Cassandra Kube stated: 1444 was st. Clements one my grandfather was a troop leader for years
Tim Smith stated: Who was your grandfather? I remember Mr. BIgger was the troop leader when
I was in 1444.
Gregory Bassett stated: 1444, Boudrough and his Holiday 44`s. remember them well, He had a
Holiday 88 and we arrived FIRST all the time.
Cassandra Kube stated: Eugene Boudreau
Gregory Bassett stated: Right you are. I was with his Explorer group around 1956/57 with Joe
Beckwith, Beacher and others. lot of fun. He was still involved when our son Brent joined the
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pack around 80/81 or so and retired a year later. he gave a lot of years to Scouting. I was
Scoutmaster at Peck Elementary (Cubs) for a few years and that let me know just how much time
and effort he must have given,
Diane Orton Haynes stated: Dave Orton(my bro)was --late 1950's/Is this the same group?
Gregory Bassett stated: I would have been the mid-fifties, Ralph Charbinaugh (sorry spelling)
was also a member of our group. Bassett, Beckwith, Betcher, Charbinaugh and others I do not
remember at this time. We were no doubt not the best of scouts but always had fun. We were
probably the cause of a lot of Baudreau`s headaches but he took it in stride. Do not remember
who took over for him, might have been Bigger.
Germaine Weber stated: I remember walking to school and seeing snow up to my elbows on
both sides of the sidewalk. 35 years ago: The Blizzard of 1978
Remember this? 35 years ago today, A rare severe blizzard -- the most severe grade of winter
storm -- hit Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and Wisconsin. myfoxdetroit.com
Wesley Arnold stated: Regarding water supply.
'Regarding water supply. Early settlers got water from the local creeks of which there were many
more than we see today. Van Dyke had several including Connor's. There were zags in roads at
Centre Line road, at Connor and just north of 10 Mile at Sherwood. Early wells were hand dug to
whatever depth was necessary. Digging was often stopped when water was found as was difficult
and dangerous to dig further. Wells were deepened during dry spells (happened every few years)
and were curbed with stone or with oiled wood. Barrels were sometimes used. An old timer told
me a well on Van Dyke was a 30 foot hand dug well and was quite wide at the start. Animals
sometimes fell into wells. After lining, wells could be just a few feet wide. Later in the early
1900s rotary drilling rigs were used which allowed the farmers to continue to do farm work.
There was increased safety. In the Warren Township area there was a problem with natural gas.
Many times buildings were destroyed and people hurt due to odorless gas buildup and ignition.
Wind mills were used to pump water. Farms often had several wells. Some were used for stock.
Wells would go dry and new ones were dug or drilled. Wells also got contaminated. In the early
1900s cisterns were used to store rain water.
St Clement Church had a tall masonry
water tower constantly filled by a wind
mill. Here is a picture of it. I have a closer
better picture in one of my books on
Warren History. A community cistern was
also built on which old timers told me
they skated on the frozen water there.
Hope this info is useful to all.'
William Ribbing stated: We had our own
hand dug well over by Menge and 11
mile road near Mound Road. When my
folks bought the place in 1947 the well
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was four feet x four feet and was 40 feet deep. It was constantly fed by an underground river. We
had a hand pump to begin with and shortly after, my dad built a pump house and installed an
electric pump. Our plumbing connected directly to the pump and had a relay that turned the
pump on whenever faucets were opened. During the winter we had to keep a barrel of water
handy to heat on the wood stove so we could thaw out the pipes and prime the pump. In later
years we had a water heater installed and maintained a water storage tank in the attic. Typical life
on the farm.
Jean Womble Blethen stated: This is an awesome site, and I am
thankful for all of the people that do the research and pass the
information along. Also for all of the comments and the people
that pass along their memories. Thank you so much!
Fran Kirchoff stated: Loved the old church...never knew of the
windmill. My mom was born on Vernor (near Lawrence) in 1928.
One of 9....2nd youngest. Grandpa had the house built.
Gregory Bassett stated: Hi-Lo clipper had an extensive collection of our yearbooks, aaaallllllll
the way back to mine (1958). I have been on many sites but fine nothing earlier then 1962,
wonder why that is? It would be interesting to get the history of CLHS classes. 3 and/or 4 year
attendance.
Tim Smith stated: Great bunch of guys. [Firefighters] Most of them called me "Little Smitty". I
looked up to every one of them and have great memories of going the fire station with my dad
and sitting in the trucks. Always had a blast at the picnics at Memorial Park. Those were the
days!
Phil Smith stated: amen to that Tim
Kari Boomer stated: They did re-open in the building on Lillian and Van Dyke. The old Sam's
meat market and other party stores after that.
Jayne A. Hebert stated: all my brothers and my younger sister had part time jobs there.
Gwen Schaefer-Gassman stated: Dairy Queen on the
corner of Van Dyke & Lozier...it's a cell phone store
now. Or the hobby shop across Van Dyke from there,
don't remember the name though. My dad used to go
there instead of the major hardware stores! [Prop Shop
Hobbies]
William Ribbing stated: 22600 Van Dyke at Ford Dixie
drive-in circa 1954 or1955 became Elias Brothers Big
Boy Ted's Blue Rock Gun Club at Sherwood and 11
Mile..
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Cathy McCarthy Cottone stated: with Sandy Schoensee
Taken in the old Center Line Rec Center - Archery Awards Night.
Mike McCarthy is on left in front row. Graduated from Center Line High in 1973.
Dan Moran I played many a game of pool at "The Rec".
William S Brown Would that be Gary M. Steinhaus in that pic?
Deborah Urban Washnak stated: Miss Sandy Schoensee, you look so adorable here!
Rick White stated: I worked there for a while in 1984.
Lois Saxe Used to go to the Friday night 5th & 6th grade dances there....
Larry- Kinghornet stated: remember sitting on the curb waiting for the milk truck with my
quarter to buy a quart of chocolate milk.
Barb Shenk Baumgart stated: We had a Twin Pines
milkman on our street (Bernice) Mr. Genca.I think I
remember the honor system, if you needed something
from the truck, you took it and left money or a note for a
tab. Those days are gone forever.
Sharon Anderson Nieb stated: I remember the houses
had milk chutes. My brother got stuck in ours!
Janice Gatewood Coffey stated: Our house had a milk
chute, on Harding, I remember being really really small
and my Mom got locked out of the house and had me
climb through it
Tim Smith stated: Mr Grobbel used to bring us our Twin Pines milk. We had an insulated box on
the front porch that they used to go into.
Susann Bendert stated: I had two Uncle that were Twin Pine Milkmen and they both lived on
Stephens. One in Center Line, Uncle Wally VanDeWinkle and one on the Warren side, Uncle
Bob Roberts...both between Automobile and Federal!
Jed Clampett stated: My grandparents used to get that milk delivered to their house...good stuff
Todd White stated: Gil Grobbel
Hugh Hatch stated: Mr. Kramer gave us blocks of ice.
Randy Clanton stated: They would throw big chunks of ice out in the summer time.
Raymond Edward Rosati Jr. stated: And the dad come home and your friend didn't. Do his chores
so he threw him a good beaten but you stayed because his brother wasn't in trouble so you and
him got to play with all his good stuff while he cried a baby... Good times.
Deborah Urban Washnak stated: You could do it back then, most mom's didn't work so someone
was home to know where the kid was. Now a days, both parents are at work, the kid is in some
kind of daycare or at a school or etc....hence setting up a play date. I think???
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Sheryl Gorbe stated: Good morning! I believe these pics were taken in the old St. Clement's
gym. my brother Vaun Gorbe was in the band and I thought you folks might recognize others that
are pictured. I'm thinking it was 1956 or 1957.

Funny Car
Mike Grobbel stated: 4th of July 1953. My uncle Bob
Grobbel is behind the wheel with possibly his son Bob, who turned 2 years old later that month.
My father Vince is "riding shotgun". This photo was taken in Spence Connell's Texaco gas
station on the northeast corner of Ritter and Van Dyke in Center Line, MI. Photo courtesy of my
uncle Sylvester Grobbel.
Don Tharrett stated: What ever happened to that car as a
Warren firefighter I would love to bring that back to life
Mike Grobbel My dad and his brother Bob built and owned
it together until Bob moved to San Diego circa 1960. My dad
then sold it circa 1966 to the Detroit Moslem Shriners. They
still own it and run it in local parades as part of their
Keystone Kops clown unit.
Al Basil Sr stated: He is another picture of an old car, put in
a Center Line parade by the VFW in the early 1950's. Does
anyone recognize the beauties on the fenders?
Center line parade Old Car 2

Mike Grobbel stated: Here's is the elaborate Nativity Scene that St. Clement Parish used to
display on the lot just north of the old church (circa 1946):
Wesley Arnold stated: About Ice Houses. In the winter ice was often cut from ponds or lakes and
placed in a structure. These were piled up with sawdust straw, leaves/brush or wood chip
combination to insulate them. A Senior just called me and ask if anyone has a picture of the ice
house on Central street off of Van Dyke. Would everyone please look. What were the names of
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the ice places on Van dyke and in Warren? I remember going with my grandfather to get a block
of ice to one for our "Ice Box". I will post them here and in our 100 Warren Center Line history
books
Ken Fasse stated: St. Clement 1977 varsity baseball. Class C State Champion Runners Up.
Steve Skalski stated: I see Rick Surzin (sp) tall guy in back. He
and I played grade school ball at St Bart's and our dads played
semi pro ball together.
Ken Fasse Rick had 6 different pitches. Pretty amazing for a
high school pitcher.
Steve Skalski stated: His dad Hank and my dad Chet came to
one of our practices. Hank pitched to my dad....looked the
home run derby. Rick inherited his dad's talent. I didn't.
Charles A. Schoenherr General Store (1916)

Above from Mike Grobbel Collection
Mike Grobbel stated: This photo looking north on Van Dyke from just south of present-day
Warren Blvd. was taken circa 1912. The Schoenherr store would soon be built at a location near
where the wagon is on the roadway. The house on the left with the side bay window was later
moved to the lot on 7315 Weingartz St. just west of the current CL City Library, where it still
stands today.
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Mike Grobbel's photo.

Above photo from mike Grobbel collection. Probably J W or M Cave photographer
Kurt Mccrary stated: Nice Photo, As best as I can figure and correct me if I am wrong is. The
first house to the left would be Frank Sparaga's house (circa 1940) at 25117 Van Dyke (Lot 25)
they ran a bar out of that property later be known as the Center Bar. Sparaga's Place was
formerly a Drug Store and Centerline Post office (1923).
Then the big white house at 25125 Van Dyke (Lot 26) was owned by Ben Louzon's (circa 1940).
Ben Louzon' House is 'very' ly to be the old Qualman Farm House that sat on Van Dyke, which
was part of the old Weingartz farm... (Could it be possible...that it was the old Weingartz Farm
house as well?)... The property where the Sparaga and Qualman house stood was platted in 1928,
and called the Assesor Plat No 11. The building with the wagon out front was the Leroy's
Blacksmith shop..... later Robinson then Gibbs Lumber was located there.

Foto from Kurt Mccrary collection
House Moving
Houses were moved because It was cheaper and faster than
building a new house.
Rick Peters Mike Grobbel, do you know who owned that
big white house? Also, how on earth did they move that
huge house way back when?
Mike Grobbel stated: I don't know who the original owners
were but Clint Beach owned it until he sold the house last
year. Here's a c.1905 photo of a house being moved to a
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new location:
http://museumvictoria.com.au/.../154/266/154266_large.jpg
Tammi Kauzlarich Ulinski stated: Were addresses back then only 3 digits, not the 4 digits that
they are today with the 7,000's West of Van Dyke and 8,000's East of Van Dyke. Also, what is up
with the phone number, what is that?
Mike Grobbel stated: The street addresses in Center Line were changed as the Detroit area
converted to the "Detroit Edison" numbering system. The city of Detroit converted to the present
system on Jan. 1, 1921 but it wasn't until sometime in the 1930s that all of the street addresses in
CL were finally converted to the new numbering system. The 1927 Sanborn street maps show all
two and three-digit street addresses in CL. The next update to the Sanborn maps (1932) show
that the addresses on Van Dyke have the new "Detroit Edison" addresses. The 1941 Sanborn
maps show all addresses in CL having the new "Detroit Edison" addresses, which are still in use
today
Mike Grobbel stated: Center Line did not get it's own telephone exchange until 1928 (it was
located on the second floor of the building on the northwest corner of Engleman and Van Dyke).
Prior to that if you wanted a phone, you had to get a Warren Exchange number. When placing a
call, the number you wanted to call was spoken to the telephone operator, who would then
manually insert the phone line plug that you were calling on into the socket on the switchboard
that was labeled with that phone number.
Nancy Goniwiecha Bourgeois stated: Mike, thanks. So interesting.
Bev Minko Karjala stated: Slocum (SL XXXXX)
Kathy Canapini stated: ·Center Line Teachers
I've walked into this particular funeral home a dozen times since it has been built. I've looked at
hundreds of photographs lovingly compiled of people I've known my entire life, and some, I
barely knew. I've knelt before those that have passed, made the sign of the cross, looked upon
them one last time, and said a prayer for their eternal rest to be peaceful. I've shed many tears,
and at times, a smile for a wonderful memory of the deceased, or for the personal memento that a
loved one has tucked inside their casket. I say hello to everyone I know, and always wish it
wasn't for this reason.
I have repeated this ritual far too many times than I care to count. And I will do so until the day
you all complete the ritual for me.
It brings me comfort to say goodbye.
So tonight, as I stood in line to pick up my prayer card for Mr. Don Beck, the photo you see
below was in a frame on the adjoining table. I sat there studying this photograph, as I had
countless times since I found it amongst my dad's collection of photos, years ago. Each of the
men standing here have something so unique, that those of you who recognize them, should have
at least one vivid memory of them. Some good, some great, perhaps some not so great. They are
a group that chose to teach and coach the boys and girls of our small town just outside the Motor
City.
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These men became friends.
These men became comrades.
These men became unforgettable.
I'm blessed to say that almost all of them are still with us. They are much older now, and don't
get around quite they used to. They've battled just we all have... losing hair, losing mobility,
losing eyesight, losing loved ones, and for two of them, losing the battles waged within their
bodies. They have always fought the good fight, and always will.
I thought about this as I smiled through tears at this photo on a funeral home table. We were
there tonight to honor Mr. Beck, and rightfully so, but I felt that moments these are reminders
they all need to be honored. Not just at the time of their passing. Even the living deserve to know
how much they are adored! How important they are in our lives. How lucky we are to have had a
connection with them. And if you're blessed me, with almost every single one of them.
Being a teacher's kid has its advantages.
You get to have men these in your life a little longer than most. You get to see them as more than
instructors designed to mold and shape who we become. You get to see them show friendship
and a human side not always attributed to the teacher giving you homework, or the coach making
you run another lap.
They offer their expertise.
They offer their advice.
They offer their humanity.
They make you remember why some are just born to teach.
So here's what this photograph has taught me...
Thank those that mean so much to you, NOW. Don't wait for the goodbye ritual. Let them know
how they have affected you. Let them know how they have challenged you. Let them know how
they have inspired you. Let them know. It shouldn't have to wait for goodbyes.
(This photo was taken at the wedding of Mr. Mandziara's daughter, circa 1994(?). I will attempt
to name them by memory, but please correct me if I'm wrong:
Standing, left to right: B. Holden, E. Mooney, J. Gretz, D. Rutowski, P. Coll, Oz Grobbel, P.
Mandziara, R. Brink, J. Pehote, C. Godman.
Sitting, left to right: D. Miller, L. Meares, D. Beck, R. Hill, B. Chmelko.)
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Wes Arnold adds Paul Mandziara and I both had the same class down at Wayne State University.
He was working on an extension & I was working on Masters Degree. It was strange to be
sitting next to my Algebra Teacher. He was a good student also. So was I we got A s.
son Warchol stated: That was wonderful.
Sue Grobbel Davidson stated: You have such a way with words, Kathy. What a beautiful tribute
and such wise advice. I so agree, people need to express their love now, while they still can. As I
write this post I see you have included the teachers' names. Thanks. I was going to ask you for
that. I recognize their faces in the picture, but their names escape me. Thanks so much!
Carol Morrison Bienkowski stated: I remember some of them. Gretz n Rutowski were in my
brothers class, oz, Rudy hill and Mandzara all taught my class This is a great picture of all the
teachers. Thank you for posting. My daughters may have had Don Beck as a teacher....but I can't
be sure. Is that Charlie Goldman? I did know him too. Thanks again.....
·
Kathy Canapini stated: Yes, that's Mr. Godman on the end.
April Shako Bodendorfer stated: Look at the Men of CLHS, Wolfe, and Busch! I didn't think it a
a student, but they are a great looking group of guys. I learned from many of these teachers and
coaches. Wow. Bursting with Panther Pride right now.
Judy Hunziker stated: Harris Kathy, you are a dear, loving, kind lady. Your words bring peace,
love, and joy to all who are blessed to know you. I love you lots and pray you continue to share
your love with all of us. I love you, dear one.
Lorrie Holland Crago stated: Kathy, what a wonderful tribute to these men. I recognize many of
the faces. One thing is for sure, these men made more of an impact on our lives than we realized
then. Now that we are older, wiser and smarter...we realize that what they brought to our lives
was something that stayed with us, helped made us who we are. Thank you for sharing this.
Andrea Rossbach stated: Beautiful, Kathy..as always. Great picture, thank you for sharing a little
glimpse into a world us CLHS "non-teacher kids" wouldn't be privy to otherwise.
John Skirchak stated: The picture brings back fond memories of these gentleman. CLHS 1957
Linda Davis stated: What a wonderful tribute to these amazing guys, many of them were my
teachers and all colleagues from my years teaching at center line, would love to see them all and
tell them how special they are.
Michelle Kirwan-Woods stated: I can’t say it enough; I absolutely adored Mr. Beck. I consider
myself extremely lucky to have been one of his US History students in 1995, after which time he
retired from teaching. What can you say about a man who was loved and respected by so many?
Joel Fedorchak stated: Kathy, what a most wonderful tribute. I didn't see YOU last night but, I
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briefly studied that photo also. Got to see some of those great men; Mr. Miller, Mr. Strnad, Mr.
Pehote. Kerry Weigand & Wayne Clayton were there also. A nice send-off for a GREAT man;
RIP Mr. Beck.
Kathy Canapini stated: Michelle, that was great! And I'll apologize from the classes before you,
because as an '87 graduate, I too remember the mistake of falling asleep once in his class. Truth
be told, he let me off with a warning (probably another advantage of being Oz's kid ), but I never
did it again!
Barbara Franke stated: Kathy Grobbel,Thank you for the photo and memories shared. Oz
Grobbel was one of my teachers at Bush. I graduated with Lou Mears in 1954. My maiden name
was Barbara Tollmann and I lived on Virginia Park in Center Line.
Michelle Kirwan-Woods Kathy Grobbel Canapini..NO worries! Although I didn't have any "CL
connections", he was always quite nice regarding the "sleep warnings", haha. Poor Mr. Beck- he
even pulled me aside once to ask if I was getting enough rest. I couldn't help it- I had the ability
to fall asleep sitting straight up! I always got good grades in his class though, I think that's why
he took it easy on me.
Kathy Canapini stated: His wife even told me last night the most common thing she'd heard from
his students yesterday was, "He made it so easy to learn." And boy, is that true! No wonder I
aced History! And with his Missouri roots of "show me" securely in place, he made sure not to
take any b.s., and I think I loved that most about him. What he lacked in physical height, he more
than made up for in chutzpah!
Michelle Kirwan-Woods stated: OMG..Kathy Grobbel Canapini... YES! He always used that line
"I"m from Missouri, the show me state"!!!! Wow... and yes, he made it VERY easy to learn.
Although his tests were essay (at least for us), it was impossible to fail as long as you took good
notes!
John Boggess Sr. stated: I too knew Donny beck.I played softball in memorial park against
him.Dave Garwood was on his team.I remember Rudy hill also.bowled with him.we hung
around pastime.those were great memories.all my kids went to centerline high school. I don't
know if my kids knew them.but I had many friends from centerline I was from warren but after
marriage I lived in centerline about 46 yes. Good bye Donny beck.....love
Hugh Hatch stated: I've got to send a copy to dad!! Great picture!!
Connie Warren Barnes stated: Thank you for sharing Kathy. Brings back a lot of memories.
Kathy Canapini stated: Bob, t's listed just above the photo. I believe it's from the early 90's, at the
wedding of Mr. Mandziara's daughter.
Michele Malerbi Dunski stated: wow Kathy thank you for sharing this .. you did a great job.. I
remember at least 7 of these men... including Oz.. and my father was good friends with Mark
Michele Malerbi Dunski Bob Karas
Gary Britigan stated: Thank you, Kathy Grobbel Canapini, for your message and the picture. I
had some of those teachers when I was at Wolfe Junior High School and Center Line High
School. Also, your father was my English teacher in my senior year and he was an exceptional
teacher.
Wendy Wiegand Childs stated: Wow! What an amazing tribute!!!! So proud to know all of you!
Bob Karas stated: who is that between Mr.Miller n Mr. Beck
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Hugh Hatch stated: If I remember correctly...Lou Mears.
Hugh Hatch M. Chmelko...should be W. for William but went by Bill.
Bob Karas stated: thats chuckie godman on the far right
Jed Clampett stated: Have all these teachers passed away?
Kathy Canapini stated: Jed, I mentioned how grateful I was most were still with us, but only Mr.
Beck and Mr. Chmelko have passed away, to my knowledge.
Bob, I had Chuck Godman listed correctly, but thanks to Hugh for Bill's correction. I think I have
Mr. Rutowski's first name wrong. Any help there?
Hugh Hatch stated: It's right Kathy..Dennis Rutowski
Todd White stated: Mr Mooney was my drivers ed instructor . Frank Sellors was my partner. Fun
times.
Jim Milewski stated: I lived next to John Gretz on State Park when I first moved to Center Line
and he was still in high school. Dennis Rutkowski was still in high school and lived on the next
block, Sterling.
Mike O'Lear Sr. stated: Great picture! What a great group of guys!
Jill Gretz-Carpenter stated: Very nice Kathy Grobbel Canapini.
Chuck Gerlach stated: This is a great thread.
Chuck Gerlach stated: I am so grateful to you, Kathy, for starting it. I graduated a long time
before a lot of you , 1965, so I don't know all of you, but I have often wondered what happened
to the great teachers & coaches that meant so much to me. Bless you for this, Kathy and Bless all
the teachers and coaches.
Kathy Canapini stated: You are most welcome! It's been a joy to read everyone's memories and
best wishes to my dad, Oz Grobbel, and the rest of these wonderful men. Does our hearts good!
Chuck Gerlach stated: It does indeed! I never had your dad as a teacher and I regret it because I
admired him in all other aspects at school.
April Shako Bodendorfer stated: My Mom had Mr. Mooney as a teacher at St. Clements in 1964,
and I was his student in 1996. These teachers had some staying power.
Connie Horan Kleinhelter stated: I too am from class of 65 and do remember a couple of those
teachers...thank you for sharing
Claud Quesenberry stated: I saw Rudy Hill 2 weeks ago at Martins on Van Dyke eating
breakfast, he still looks the same. I didn't introduce myself cause I thought he might make me do
push-ups.
Mike Barnett stated: I had Mr. Mooney as an instructor for drivers ed. at CLHS.
Emmalee Kelmar stated: I remember having Mr. Mooney as my computer teacher, I also
remember him coming through the Wendys drive thru in the drivers ed car with a student behind
the wheel
Bev Minko Karjala stated: I had Mr. Mooney for General Business. I have Harvey Schonesee
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and he never taught me how to parelle (not sure of spelling on this word either) and to this day I
park far and walk.
Bev Minko Karjala stated: Need to put names to this picture. I can only pick out a few. Hill,
Chini in first row to right. back row, Mooney, Gretz, Grobell, Manzarra, Godman
Kathy Canapini stated: The names are at the bottom of the note.
·
Bev Minko Karjala stated: Thanks Kathy, I didn't read down far enough.
Elizabeth Ruffini stated: Kathy, this tribute composition is written so eloquently....inherited
talent. Your dad taught my husband English and was responsible for him attending CMU. I didn't
have the same privilege. Greatly respected teacher as were many of those in picture. Thx for
sharing.
Kathy Canapini stated: Thank you so much, Elizabeth! My pleasure to share.
Susann Bendert stated: Wonderful post. Mr. Beck was at Miller school in the summer time for
Parks and Rec., when I was a kid. Also, as you know many of the teachers/coaches I knew
because of Duane. And your Dad ...the best. I am glad you posted this picture. Lovely words my
dear.
Jon Beaudoin Sr. stated: Great post these guys were my wrestling and baseball coaches i
graduated center line in 81.
Gwen Schaefer-Gassman stated: I had Mr Mandzara for Math & Driver's Ed...always telling my
partner to stop speeding, or don't stop on the off ramp...lol!!!
Kathy Canapini stated: I believe so. I'll ask my dad to verify.
Kathy Canapini I just checked the CL yearbooks for those years, and the Richard Miller from '61
doesn't really resemble this Mr. Miller, but tomorrow my dad will probably tell me I'm crazy. I'll
let you know asap.
Streets We Grew up On Sharon Pettinato stated: I was wondering if the members of the group
could comment below the "name of the street in Center Line" in which they grew up on. And
maybe the period of time they lived there. There might be some of us intertwined with more
things in common (shared neighbors/events) and we just don't realize it. That way we could have
of a roster of the street in CL that we call home. --I grew up on State Park and the cross street
was Landau and Van Dyke. (1956 and left that street in 1978 when I got married)-- What about
you?
Karen Valentine-Palmer stated: State Park in 1957, left 1975, brother still lives there
Theresa James stated: Superior, on the second block from Van Dyke. I was born in 59 and left for
Michigan State in 77.
John Klinken stated: John klinken live on McKinley 1957 till 1977 my little sister Gretchen still
lives there
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Kathy Canapini stated: Menge, east of Van Dyke, 69-76. McKinley & Evelyn corner, 76-84.
Harding, near Lorraine, 84-89. All while I was a Grobbel, by the way.
Cathy Willard Fryzlewicz stated: I grew up on Braun,west of Lawrence. 1955-1964, moved on
Harding 1978-2006, now live in Kramer Homes.
Michele Warner stated: Sunburst..right down the street from good old C.L.H.S ..1974 til
1995..my dad Gerald Warner was a policeman for Center Line I live in Arizona now..I still drive
by my old house and the high school every year when I come visit ..brings back such good
memories
W.A. stated: Grew up on Lillian a dirt street when it was almost all fields. Some folks still had
horses there in the late 1930s. By the mid 40s they were only found at riding stables. There was
no Center line high School. We went to Ellis Elementary School and to Bush High School.
Leona Kahl stated: The 696 expressway took my parents home. We lived between Hoover &
Van Dyke across from Loraine St. We had a large beautiful farm house surrounded by apple,
pear and pine trees. I hated moving, I lived there from 1955 - 1968. I remember climbing those
apple trees in the summertime and picking a juicy red apple.
Lorraine Artman LaCroix stated: I grew up on Central between Sylvan and Evelyn from 1959
until 1988 (when I got married). Lots of fun on that street. I remember playing baseball in the lot
across the street from my parent's house and a lot more.
Margaret Oliveri Grew up on Standard. 4th house from the A&P. 1952-1972. So many names
and I don't recognize any of them. ·
Marion Schindler stated: I grew up on Standard. 5th house on north side, second bl east of Van
Dyke
Jon Beaudoin Sr. stated: My family the Beaudoin 's live at 24856 Landau right behind the old
police station. We lived there until 1988 my family still lives in the area my mom Shirley work
for the school system for many years with Walt Connell.
Steve Warner stated: Sunburst 1973-1994
Christine Bendert Gembinski stated: Sterling West of Vandyke – 1947-1968
Terry Bloodworth stated: Lived in the Kramer homes(Decatur Street) then lived at 7523 State
Park Years '54-'75. Great times
Rick White stated: Central 1966-1975 and again 1983-1991.
Emily Jane Bernstein stated: I lived on Mae St in CL, went to CL Hi, graduated 1959....
Rita Cooper stated: On Lillian right off of Van Dyke, 1968-1975.
Denise Luke (Duguay) stated: 7241 Weingartz 1961-1975
Penny Haynes Smalstig stated: Standard (Between Automobile & Federal) 1972-1984
Jennie Savine-Suhy Maryliw stated: 11507 Warren Blvd (by 10 and Hoover) .1957 - 1963
Rosie Dueweke Osowski stated: I lived at 8460 Harding, in Center Line, from birth (1952) to
after graduating from Center Line High in 1971. My dad (Ray Dueweke) built our house and he
built several houses in center Line.
Laura Speegle Rosie Dueweke Osowski stated: , I live right across the street from that house
(8455). It has a big bay window and is on a double lot.
Leona Kahl stated: Hey Rosie! I remember you.... I graduated in "1971".
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Rosie Dueweke Osowski stated: Laura, we didn't decorate it like that back in the day
Leona Kahl stated: Wow ! Where did the years go?
Angie LeFevers stated: 8487 Harding 56-64 graduated 64 from CLH Went to Ellis and Busch
long time ago lol
Denise Luke Jerry stated: Post just the other side of the Cahill's house.
Dennis Cooper stated: Class of 69.Henry 64 and 65 ,11 mile and Lorence 65 to69,Lillian 71 to
74
Robin Reiterman-Dare stated: 8137 State Park from 1971-1978, then bought the same house in
1987, lived there until 2000.
Gary Britigan stated: 8308 Virginia Park from 1952 until 1977. Graduated from CLHS in 1970.
Gwen Schaefer-Gassman stated: 6860 Lozier. Mom & Dad from 42 until 97, when Dad passed
away. I was there from 66 to 93, off & on.
Taryn Jordan Merriott stated: 8106 Dale. From 1975-1990. Moved to Lorraine street after that
then Dearborn in 1995. I live in Oklahoma now though.
Beverly Davis Bennett stated: 24844. wyland. graduated 1959. brother dale davis died in 2007
Kathy Reno stated: 8044 Coolidge. dates from 1958 to 1977. Born & raised with Blessings there.
Along with my 6 brothers & 2 sisters. 12 year graduate of St. Clements. 76 graduate The wall is
still there that seperates the bank & the house we all grew up in. I will be there with some of the
family on July 1st to watch the CenterLine fireworks. I cant wait !!
Allan Bendert stated: 7324 Sterling 1950-1972. 3 Brothers 1 Sister CLHS Grad 68.
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: 26131 Hoover Road, Center Line, MI, between Ten and Eleven
Mile Roads. 1937-1960 when I graduated from college and got married. My sisters were
LaVonda and Janet, and my brother Sherman Mace. That area is now considered part of the City
of Warren. Back then it was Warren Township and we got our mail from and went to school in
the city of Center Line.
Dan Moran stated: 7245 Coolidge, between Lawrence and Godin, 1959-1976. St. Clement for 10
years.
William S Brown stated: The five Brown boys (Scott, Randy. Craig, Keith, & Brian) grew up on
7572 Edward right behind Brown Bros. Dairy...yeah, my Dad (Bill) was one of the Brown
Brothers!!!
Lois Saxe stated: Lived on McKinley between Van Dyke and Evelyn after moving from
Washington DC about 1957....down the street from Ford Funeral Home......Siblings are Pat, Ann
& John. The family moved to Roseville in 1968.
Carl Bottiaux stated: Lived on Central from 1945 - 1964 .... Graduated CLHS 1963...(2) Brothers
LeRoy Class of 1960 CLHS and Arthur Class of 1962 CLHS and Sister Charlene
Gary Britigan stated Carl Bottiaux,: my sister, Mary Lou Britigan, and your sister, Charlene,
were in the same class together at Wolfe Junior High School. They were best friends for quite a
while; Charlene would stop by our house in the morning to meet and walk with Mary Lou to
school. How is your sister doing?? Please say hello to her, maybe she still remembers me.
Don Gaffke stated: state park between Lawrence and landau, family's home till 2006.
Tim Smith stated: 7281 Dale between Lawrence and Van Dyke from 1961-1981. 7 brothers and
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sisters and we all went to St. Clement. My oldest sister graduated in 1969 and my younger
brother in 1981. The rest fit somewhere in between.
Sharon Niedzwiecki(Rejc) stated: Lived on Stephens between Hoover and Van Dyke. Graduated
from St. Clement in "78". Married Darrell Niedzwiecki in "82". Now live in Scottsdale, AZ.
Cindy Gilbert Martin stated: Oh wow! Sharon! I'm looking for Teri. We're planning a 40th class
reunion. I used to spend the night at your house! Just what your mom needed. LOL. I can't
remember if Teri graduated from St Clement but I'd love to find her! Can you help? Oh, and Tim
Smith, I need Ellen too! hehe. All 1975 grads! Also, I don't live far from Joe and Jerri!
Tim Smith stated: I'll look up her info when I get home from work and send it to you. I'm sure
she'd love to hear from you. O
Cindy Gilbert Martin stated: Thanks Tim. Phil gave me her email address a couple of days ago. I
forgot all about that. Scarry! LOL Maybe we better find someone else to help find our class. I'll
be finding folks and forgot I found them! hahaha Thanks for friending me!
Don Millitello stated: 8284 Superior 1958 - 1969. Then moved to Warren.
Chuck Gerlach stated: Lorraine between Warren Blvd. and Engleman 1959 - 1966 Graduated
1965 CLHS....
Lori Levise stated: 8125 Busch 1963 to 1978. I graduated from CLHS in 1977
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: I grew up in Warren Township but attended Center Line Public
Schools from kindergarten through graduation at what was then the brand new Center Line High
School. Class of '55 was the first graduating class from that school, which is now much larger
an...
Mike Grobbel stated: I grew up on Godin (near Ten Mile and Lawrence) across the street from
Wesley Leppanen (1952-1974); Jack Flanigan was our mailman; Merv Grobbel was our
milkman; I attended Miller for KG (1957-58) and then St. Clement (1958-1970); I delivered the
Free Press in 1967-69 to 100+ homes in the area bounded by Ten Mile, Federal, State Park and
Van Dyke; I was part of the first crew hired when Burger King opened on Van Dyke in March of
1969.
Jean Horan Bradford stated: Dale and I lived there from 1957-1975
Vicki Miller Tarien stated: I lived on Central from 1965 until 1977. Graduated from St. Clement
in 1972.
Peg Dunlop Wiegand stated: In the "castle" house. 1950 to 1956. at 9:52pm
Joyce Sackleh stated: My family lived at 7544 Coolidge (between Van Dyke & Lawrence) from
1970 to 1986. We had the house with 3 two car garages. I went to St. Clement from '70 - '79 then
switched to CLHS to graduate in '81. Barb Stephens was my best friend and her brother George
was our Detroit News paperboy. The Sharrows lived at the corner. Eve is the current
Superintendent of Center Line Schools.
Connie Horan Kleinhelter stated: lived on dale corner of burg from 1957 - 1967
Karen Valentine-Palmer stated: Lived on State Park between Landau and Lawrence from 19571976 to live with my now husband.
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Sharon Pettinato Karen Valentine-Palmer stated: I remember you, you lived by Mark and Gary
Szporka. I lived closer to Howard Johnson's. I actually remember being by your house when I
was a child. Did you go to Miller elementary or St Clement? I know our Mom's were friend's. I
was just on State Park this last weekend to visit the folks.
Barbara McEachren Morawski stated: grew up on warren blvd till getting married in 1975
Leona Kahl stated: I grew up on 11 mile Road between Van Dyke and Hoover. We lived there
until the state bought our house to put the 696 expressway in. My parents bought a house off
Burg Rd. on Carrier so I could graduate with the kids I grew up with. I started kindergarten at
Ellis elementary then attended Wolf junior high and graduated from Centerline in 1971. My
sister Myrna graduated from Centerline in 1961.
Sheryl Gorbe Wiegand. Stated: It was kind of pink in color.
Joane Baker Whatley stated: Wood Street one side was Center Line, the other was Warren til the
late 70s
Charlie Lyman stated: Sterling Ave, between Van Dyke and Automobile.1948-1964
Charlie Lyman stated: I attended Miller Elementary School, which was located at the end
Stephens Dr. West of Van Dyke. next to a trailer park (mobile homes). Also attended Busch Jr
High School (7th-8th grades), which was located on 10 Mile & Sherwood. Graduated from
Centerline High School. (9th-12 grades). Class of 61.
Bev Minko Karjala stated: Menge between Evelyn and Arsenal. Lived there til 1980 then got
married.
Jeff Doneth stated: 8660 Central 1954-1973 Then bought it from my parents in 1984 and still
live there today. St. Clement till I escaped after 10th grade. Graduated from CLHS 1972.
Charlene Kubicki stated: 8146 Central maiden name Bottiaux
Gary Britigan stated Charlene Kubicki: I think my sister, Mary Lou Britigan MacDonald, and
you were friends while you both attended Wolfe Junior High School. Hope all is well with you.
Charlene Kubicki stated: Hi Gary, I remember Mary Lou very well. I remember most what a
huge fan of Elvis she was. Please send her my regards. Maybe she would like to become fb
friends.January 1
Charlie Lyman Chuck Humphries stated: I used the Humphries name from 1943 to April 1960,
when I entered the U.S. Navy. We lived at 8110 Sterling Ave, between Van Dyke and
Bev Minko Karjala stated: Lorraine was the county ditch. We used to catch pollywogs there and
bring them home and my mom would put them in canning jars for us.
Maureen Brunton stated: I grew up on Central. 1945-1967, when I married. East of VanDyke,
west of "the county ditch". Went to St Clement for 12 years. Collected sand for our sandbox from
"sandy field" on Harding. Engleman was a dirt road... Farmland & "Jim's woods".
Centerline was a good place to grow up.
Jeff Doneth stated: Yes Kramer Homes are in CenterLine.
Attila Thehun stated: Frances Kapolka, Sisters Karen, Suzanne and brother George. 6824
Engleman from 1953 to 1966, Attended St Clement from 1953 to 1961, Graduated CLHS 1965.
January 3
Agatha Reynolds stated: 7307 Standard on the corner of Landau. Neighbors were Cipponeri's
and Selaty's. I went to Miller School and St. Clements. Jim Sypniewski my dad was a barber at
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hi-lo clipper on bush next to the post office also worked for the schools my mom was a bus
driver for center line from 79 till 90 something Posie Holzman Cook 7592 Standard, 1950-1965.
Michael James Malinowski stated: I grew up in LAWRENCE PARK Then we moved to DALE
east of Van Dyke
Mickey Smith stated: Lived in lawrence park, moved to standard st then to kaltz...guess so i
could stay in CL schools...i used to deliver the detroit news from colidge to statepark. Who
remembers to paper pickup behind Bills party store lol
Jayne A. Hebert stated: My parents moved to Center Line in 1938 and live on Edward St. In
1955 my family lived on Warren Blvd. Family continues to reside there. Does anyone remember
the beautiful Elms on that street?
Mike Grobbel stated: Robert Kern - Thanks for the kudos, but when both your parents were born
at home in their parents house in Center Line and five
of your eight sets of great-great grandparents were
members of St. Clement Parish, a lot of this history
stuff comes easily and naturally. While there was no
drainage ditch along Lawrence, every spring there was
a
wetland just west of where it ended half-way between
Henry and State Park. I remember catching pollywogs
there in the spring, so I'm pretty sure that was where
you caught them, too. Here is a 1961 aerial showing the
area west of Van Dyke and south of Ten Mile down to
Wood. The wetland shows up as a darker area between
Lawrence extended and the faint outline of a baseball
diamond. Further south are the bike paths descending
from the top of "Miller Hill".
Mike Grobbel stated: Debbie Bastian Weber Nolan - we
used to play a lot of pick-up games in the empty lot
next to your house, up til the time Mr. Steinhaus built
his house there. I remember playing football there one
day and getting "nominated" by the others to go over
the fence and retrieve the football which had been
kicked into Barney Kallahar's back yard. He spotted me
and came out hollering at us all for always jumping his
fence!
Roger N Ilene Matt stated: That's my brother Bob Kern. We grew up in the big brick house that
sat on the corner of Gronow and Lawrence. The house was torn down due to urban renewal and
Lawrence becoming a Blvd. I have a twin sister Irene and we were born at home in that house in
1940. I lived there until 1961. We had a big family and so many great memories. Ilene (Kern)
Matt
Sharon Pettinato stated: Thank you Robert Kern. There is a part of us which longs to be reunited
with childhood friends. And we whole heartedly enjoy reaching out to those in whom we shared
even the smallest connection. --We share a "hometown" and no one can take that away from us!
Tammi Kauzlarich Ulinski stated: I don't think anyone that wasn't raised in a city that had such a
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great Rec Dept., garbage pick up 2 times a week, our sidewalks plowed in the winter, can
understand why we look back and love our childhood so much. We could walk anywhere we
wanted to go, neighbors were home all the time like we had our own "neighborhood
watch"....sometimes that wasn't convenient if we were hosting a party when our parents weren't
home. I think it's the one reason I could never live "in the country"......I wanted my kids to be
able to walk/ride bikes to their friends house, borrow a cup of sugar from a neighbor, say hello to
someone we know every time we stepped into the grocery store, barber, post office, Burger King.
My kids will never know how cool that was.
Judy Hunziker Harris stated: My Bob Harris lived on Harding in the 50s and early 60s. He
graduated from CLHS in 1961. He regaled me with stories of his escapades with all the guys in
the neighborhood (and neighboring streets). His dad owned Ross' Barber Shop, and Bob
worked there; his first day in the shop, his dad died of a heart attack in the shop, and Bob took it
over and ran it for many years.
Wesley Arnold stated: Those who lived near Central did you ever visit so called taxidermy shop?
Was it a taxidermist or was it really the woodcarver who made decoys? I see no evidence of a
taxidermy shop. I still need pictures of this shop outside and inside to share in the history book
chapter about it.
Joseph D Boesl stated: Wesley I lived on Central 1936-1961 when I got Married.the only thing I
saw was him carving duck decoys
Mary Ingram stated: We moved from the castle on Weigand to Coolidge in 1956 between Federal
& Auotmobile. Married in 73. Moved back to Coolidge in 84 after my mom died. Raised our
boys there without the field as the apts went up in '68. It was strange sending the boys to CLHS
as many of the teachers were still there. Moved to TN in 2001 and sold the house to our oldest
son & his wife.
Cheryl Rheaume LeTourneau stated: I lived on 8412 Vermont EAST OF Vandyke across from
Clems Bar north 11 mile and from 1950 to 1960 then move to 7675 Engleman on the short street
where the football field was at till 1964 ... Bob Binson, my son still lives on Voerner and is a
councilman now for Center Line. Also is owner of Binsons Hospital supplies
Tammi Kauzlarich Ulinski stated: 1968-1987 (when I got married at 19) Potomac, West side of
Van Dyke.....dead end street, we were all real tight neighbors and had the best food right on the
corner....Italian Village. Best Pizza and Subs and Kowalski lunch meat 7 doors down...who
needed fast food.
Anita Shank stated: My family lived on the corner or Potomac Ct and McKinley from the late
50's til 1973 ish. We then lived in a farmhouse on 11 mile off Campbell while 696 was being
built. In 1976 we moved to the corner of Voerner and Lawrence til 1982. I moved so many times
around the country...living mostly in Tennessee for the better part of 26 years. Now i live about 6
blocks from the Voerner house back in Center Line. Who says you can't go home??
L Jay Pierce stated: I grew up on Menge, just off of Van Dyke. Neighbors were John Vicki Gretz,
the Grobbels, Hatches, and Kramers. Went to Ellis from 68-73 and then moved to Idaho. I
continue to return since I still have family in Sterling Heights.
Steven J Minnick stated: Our family lived on Central. 7 kids grew up in that little house. My 1st
home after getting married was on Comfort St., just off Englemann, past the football field. We
left there in 1986.
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Gregory Bassett stated: tee hee, just after they invented cars you little whipper snapper. I was in
the first class to go all the way thru CLHS. It opened in 54 (freshman) and I graduated in 58 as a
senior, and yes I`m still a senior hopefully for a long time yet. Was there when Chuck Hatch
taught his first drafting class. and yes he paddled my ass like he did everyone`s, kind of an honor
thing back then and certainly made peeps pay attention.
Ken Hritz stated: Hey Amy Poniatowski Batarseh, I think Mr. Jack the mailman is still around. I
believe he either lives or visits a friend of his a couple of houses down from my parents.
Amy Poniatowski Batarseh Really?! Gosh I loved that man as a little girl. So many memories....
thanks Ken Hritz
Ken Hritz stated: I remember he used to let me help him deliver the mail.
Sue Flanigan Wittek I lived on Harding, My Dad was a mailman in Centerline, His name Is Jack
Laura Speegle Sue, your father was a very loved mailman! My daughter remembers him and
would wait to go outl and see Jack the mailman. Hope he is doing well!
Bill Bairley stated: 8378 Virginia Park. RIGHT by the schools(Wolfe, Ellis, CLHS). The city
block across the street was a park with two skating rinks, trees, etc. The plowed it under and put
up houses years ago.
Chuck Kelley stated: Jack the Mailman?! Wow was just reminded how he use to put his sack
down and play catch with us boys on that strip of grass next to the police station. He was not just
the mailman, he was a friend to everyone
Ron Szalka stated: Jack the Mailman was an institution In the neighborhood. Very friendly and
an all-around good guy. Always looked forward to seeing him on the route. (State Park-7502)
Jack was also a great ball player over at the Baseball diamonds at Memorial Park.
Jim Milewski stated: I really feel sorry for kids growing up now. Smart phones and video games
don't compare to the good times we shared. My grandkids don't understand how we could have
fun hanging out at a gas station!
Chris Clark stated: I hear you on the electronics........of course we walked everywhere too.....now
days you have to have a car the day you get your drivers license. !!!
Denise Ackerman Kott stated: I lived on Edward St from 1997-2012. Then we bought the house
my grandfather built and my dad and his family lived in from 1946-1985 on Superior street. I
think there were lots of football and baseball games played in the backyard since it was one of
the big lots and on the corner. Also my aunt taught for many years at Miller
Rosie Dueweke Osowski stated: I lived at 8460 Harding, in Center Line, from birth (1952) to
after graduating from Center Line High in 1971. My dad (Ray Dueweke) built our house and he
built several houses in center Line.
Kathy Reno stated: 8044 Coolidge. dates from 1958 to 1977. Born & raised with Blessings there.
Along with my 6 brothers & 2 sisters. 12 year graduate of St. Clements. 76 graduate The wall is
still there that seperates the bank & the house we all grew up in. I will be there with some of the
family on July 1st to watch the CenterLine fireworks. I cant wait !!
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: 26131 Hoover Road, Center Line, MI, between Ten and Eleven
Mile Roads. 1937-1960 when I graduated from college and got married. My sisters were
LaVonda and Janet, and my brother Sherman Mace. That area is now considered part of the City
of Warren. Back then it was Warren Township and we got our mail from and went to school in
the city of Center Line.
Carl Bottiaux stated: Lived on Central from 1945 - 1964 .... Graduated CLHS 1963...(2) Brothers
LeRoy Class of 1960 CLHS and Arthur Class of 1962 CLHS and Sister Charlene
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Sharon Penland-Mace stated: I grew up in Warren Township but attended Center Line Public
Schools from kindergarten through graduation at what was then the brand new Center Line High
School. Class of '55 was the first graduating class from that school, which is now much larger
and has many more facilities than when we attended. I lived on Hoover Road between Ten and
Eleven Mile Roads. The kids who lived on my side of Hoover Road all went to Center Line
schools. The kids who lived across the street went to Van Dyke Schools, like Lincoln High
School. We still made friends with the neighbors, but it would have been better had we attended
the same schools.
Leona Kahl stated: I grew up on 11 mile Road between Van Dyke and Hoover. We lived there
until the state bought our house to put the 696 expressway in. My parents bought a house off
Burg Rd. on Carrier so I could graduate with the kids I grew up with. I started kindergarten at
Ellis elementary then attended Wolf junior high and graduated from Centerline in 1971. My
sister Myrna graduated from Centerline in 1961.
Charlie Lyman stated: I attended Miller Elementary School, which was located at the end
Stephens Dr. West of Van Dyke. next to a trailer park (mobile homes). Also attended Busch Jr
High School (7th-8th grades), which was located on 10 Mile & Sherwood. Graduated from
Centerline High School. (9th-12 grades). Class of 61.
Mike Grobbel stated: about Grobbel and LeFevre family
These folks didn't exactly grow up in Center Line (they lived on 11 Mile Rd. near Mound), but
they were in Center Line at least once a week for church and shopping (click on the link to open
the web page which contains the identities of everyone in the photo): http://grobbel.org/
…/Grobbel_and_LeFevre_family_photo_circa…

From Mike Grobbel Collection
Rene Schoenherr stated: Valeri Mike, thanks for this pictures and great bit of history.
Irene Grobbel would be my paternal grandmother and who I was named after.
She married Edward Schoenherr, my grandpa. I knew Sr. Thomas Aquinas...See More
Roxanne Grobbel stated: Thanks for sharing Mike Grobbel..I remember Uncle Eddie telling us
the story of the fire....so sad. Hope all is well. Say hi to everyone for me.
Thomas Schoenherr stated: My dads middle name is Ferdinand named after his uncle Ferdy
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Grobbel I was not a junior because he didn't want my middle name to be Ferdinand LoL Thanks
for the picture Mike.
Jobs We Worked At
Wes Arnold stated: as boys with paper routs you had to ride your bike equipped with saddle bags
to the paper pick up station. There you counted out your papers and sometimes had to put them
together.
Sunday papers were a tough job. Some boys used wagons. Back then you picked up and
delivered rain or shine in all weather. And you collected by knocking on doors. We had cards on
rings to keep track of payments.
Wes Arnold stated: Worked at the old Tip Top market after it was enclosed from being a fruit
stand.
Jim Milewski stated: first three job experiences:
Theut's Toy Village-building slot cars to be raced at Joe's Hobby Shop
Chicken Delight-"Don't cook tonight, call Chicken Delight"
Ted's Blue Rock Gun Club at Sherwood and 11 Mile...worked with other SCHS '66 guys, Andy
Newcomb, Tim Clinton, George Lascue, and Tony Calcaterra. what great memories!
Paper Route Discussion
Kathy Reno stated: What was the name of the Paper Station manager on 10 mile. Those who had
paper routes would know. The entrance to the station was in the alley of Konczal.
Marie Bissonnette stated: Dan Mullin
Harold Jenuwine stated: Ray Zono he live on englenman
Harold Jenuwine stated: There used to be one on Van Dyke and Bernice. It was a red garage and
it back up to the K of C Hall.
Bob Wiegand stated: Think his first name was Roy , Squeak
Harold Jenuwine stated: your right Bob but I was close!
Kathy Reno stated: OK I talked to my brother Tony, the name I was looking for was Warren
Martin.
Wes Arnold stated: Note there were several managers over time. I knew Warren and his family.
Brian Schwan stated: That was for the Detroit News wasn't it? The Detroit Free Press was on a
side street on the west side of Van Dyke, and south of 10 Mile. Started delivering @ 10 yrs old
with my brother (who was 12...couldn't have your own route @10 yrs) down by 9 Mile road.
Progressively moved north towards 10 Mile (we lived in the Kramer Homes.) Eventually my
family got all the routes that made up the Kramer Homes and my Mom, Dad, Sister and I all
delivered...and they dropped the papers at our house! A lot nicer than stuffing inserts out in the
cold of winter at the corner of State Park and Van Dyke with the wind howling! The good ole'
days!
Tim Briere stated: My Free Press manager was George Warren. He was a very patient man as I
made many mistakes and struggled with the early hours. Every Sunday the bill had to be paid
and he would encourage me to keep going as I slowly improved. Eventually he trusted me and
would ask me to substitute occasionally. Mr. Nadolski was his relief manager. How would i have
known that I would end up doing as Mr. Warren did for 30 years at the Macomb Daily. The
station was a small cement office with no windows off the alley behind Van Dyke, south of 10
mile rd. Close to Amy Joy Donuts so I could satisfy my love of French Cruellers.
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Brian Schwan stated: I was a regular at Amy Joy donuts...and HoJo's when I would collect.
Tim Briere I had Harding and Central so I ended my route at the Clock restauant quite often. I
always had money in my pocket. I should have weighed 300 lbs.
Brian Schwan stated: Yes...it is a small world! We hung around in Kramer Homes. He got me
interested in guitar. Just saw him last October in the UP. (I live in CA now...for the last 30+
years) Your name seems familiar... where did you live. Oh...Jim is a great guy! My twin brother
from a different mother!
Brian Schwan stated: I had the four streets with an S at the beginning... State Park, Sterling,
Superior and Standard? I think that it right. Had a route until I was 18 and my parents did it with
my sister after I went to college. We had the whole Kramer Homes then. We lived on Colin
Kelly...and the papers we dropped at our house.
Tim Briere stated: I lived on Harding and our garage opened out on Engleman facing Comfort.
Yes, Mr.Warren evenually dropped at my house too. Picked up at George Rinke appliance store,
then the front of St. Clement Church for a while. Didn't wake up til 10 one Sunday and the
church going customers were cursing me as I loaded my bike. I still have that nightmare.
David Rodgers stated: I delivered the Detroit Free Press for a year, while in high school. My
paper route was just west of Centerline High School. I think my stack of newspapers was
delivered to my home. I don't recall going anywhere to get the papers.
Glenn Humphries stated: I had Freep route in early 1980's. West side of Van Dyke - Stephens to
State Park. Paper station in the alley between Edward and Coolidge on the west side of Van
Dyke.
Brian Schwan stated: Glenn Humphries...I had the same streets on the other side of Van Dyke!
David Ross stated: I delivered the News in the mid 50's, I had the trailer parks on Lawrence. I
won a new bicycle in 1955 for getting the most new customers.
Gregory Bassett stated: I lived in the trailer park on lawrence and delivered on the other side of
Van Dyke in the early 50`s.both my streets were east of VD and maybe 3 or 4 blocks down.
Gregory Bassett stated: We moved to a house in Center Line on Kaltz b4 the start of my 9th
grade in CLHS. the school opened in 54, I was in the first 9th grade class so my class was the
first one to go all the way thru. So at that time I would have been a LOT older ya know. lol not so
much now as then.
Nancy O'Neal stated: My brother had a paper route back in the 50's. His papers got delivered to
the house by a man named Connie M
Nancy O'Neal stated: B 4 we moved to the CL district in Jan,1951, we lived on Wood street,
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Second little white house east of Lawrence
David Ross stated: I lived in a little white house on Lawrence, just inside the center line district.
Did you go to Miller?
Nancy O'Neal stated: I lived two houses from Miller, and could not attend there because we were
in the Van Dyke district. My parents moved out to Warren Township in 1951. My brother and I
started Victory-Ellis Elementary School in Jan.1951

Lori Curnow Nieri stated: Wow! Wishi could've seen this church. Not sure why they would tear
down such a beautiful church just to build a more modern (at the time) church. I'll take old any
day!
Gayle F. Lamberti stated: love the looks of the old church....
Barbara Peters Isss t was beautiful.
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Sheryl Gorbe stated: It was so beautiful.
Wesley Arnold stated: This brick St Clement Church was the second St Clement church built in
1880. The first was a wood frame church built in 1854. They allegedly tore it down to create a
parking lot. What a waste, as this building was the Jewell of Center Line History. It could have
been used for many more years as a meeting place, community center, recreation center, school
etc. People often don't appreciate history until it is gone. And they fail to record it until it is
forgotten. That is why this old man is at least making an effort to write down our history and
making enough copies so it will be preserved.
Cathy Fuhr stated: I had forgotten what it looked like. Thanks for the posting.
Carol Morrison Bienkowski stated: Kind of looks like sweetest heart of mary church downtown
detroit today. Beautiful !!!!
Crystal Dunham-Owens stated: Joanne Atkinson .. I bet you remember this ...
Jayne A. Hebert stated: My sister Janet played the organ in the old church - she said the roof was
bad and rats and pigeons got in. The church also could not accommodate the amount of people in
the parish.
William J Lavely stated: I was an alter boy there.
Joann Scharf Gonzalez stated: I used to help clean this church
Linda Wolf stated: What a beautiful piece of Center Line history you have! Your parent wedding!
Beautiful. My grandfather started his own business in Center Line, Wolf hardware.
Germaine Weber stated: Linda Wolf, your grandfather's business was at the end of the street
(warren blvd) where I grew up. Warren blvd was a beautiful street when it was covered with elm
trees...so shady and cool on a hot summer day. My family frequented the hardware store until it
was sold and turned into a Harley Davidson dealer. Thanks for the reminder of a wonderful
memory.
Linda Wolf stated: My dad, George Wolf , ran the business with his brother Don, and his sister,
Catherine.
Rick White I went to the old store many times in the 60s. Loved that place.
Attila Thehun stated: I used to help clean this church, too. Cleaned the votive candle racks at
lunchtime during my eighth grade year. Wonder if any color pix are available?
Jim Milewski stated: Linda Linda Wolf, how are Ken and Judy?
Linda Wolf stated: Great! Ken and Marie live in Macomb. Judy and Mike live in Clinton Twp.
Jim Milewski stated: We sure had a lot of great times playing at the "sand pit" on the "hill" by
your house Linda Wolf.
Linda Wolf stated: I remember that!
Jayne A. Hebert stated: We and still do live what was the 3rd house From the corner of Warren
blvd and Van Dyke. The first house was Hazens, 2nd was De Taveniers and the us the Heberts.
The Hazens home was torn down during "urban renewal" Fond memories of the old and new
hardware store. Lisa Lindz Cool!!!!
Sheila Vandenbranden stated: Grant Beautiful photo of the old church.
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Amy Prochowski Lori Budnick Prochowski
Linda Wolf stated: The Fix's lived in one of those that was torn down.
Lori Budnick Prochowski Amy Prochowski stated: grandma and grandpa were married in this
church.
Jayne A. Hebert stated: It is my understanding that during the Urban Renewal planning there was
some debate close off the Warren Blvd street entry to Van Dyke and turn into a walkway/park. I
am glad that they didn't.
Carolyn Elwart Humphries stated: I was the last class to graduate in the old church 1961.
Barbara Peters stated: Beautiful church...went to a lot of masses there.
Attila Thehun I hate that it was torn down. The new church never had that awesome feeling you
had in the old one.
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice stated: Carolyn the class of 1960 was the last class to graduate from
old church.
Joyce Rheaume-Sidote stated: I lived on Engleman, and I loved to hear the church bells. I went
to church there and everyday we would walk to that church, for mass. from the school behind it.
Jennie Savine-Suhy Maryliw stated: I lived on Warren Blvd. By 10 mile and Hoover.
David Gapczynski stated: This was a beautiful church.
Diane Poma Anklam stated: I remember how thick the walls were when they tore it down!
Bev Minko Karjala stated: My sister Rosemarie Beauduy was baptized there, love to hear the
church bells ring
Karen Teaney Brown stated: Love this picture! I made my 1st Communion there
Sandy Grattan stated: Lived on Harding, third block, made first communion in the "Old Church".
Linda Malan stated: My mom has some of the stained glass from there...
Linda Lentine stated: I was baptized there. My parents married there.
Al Jenuwine stated: !st Communion 1957, My Aunt Dorthy,last wedding there late 1960 or early
1961
Bev Minko Karjala stated: When I went to St Clement cemetery on Veterans Day me and my
brother found the grave marker for Fr Timothy Murray and Fr James Murphy. They were right in
front of Fr Kramer monument. Never saw before due to the trees and leaves. Fr Murray is buried
at Holy Sepuclar (sp) .
Karen Chene O'Day stated: I was baptized in the old church in 1956.
Dorothy Kern McMahan stated: What a wonderful picture of the old St. Clement's Church,
which I cherish. I made my 1st.communion there about 1938, confirmed about 1940 and married
there about 1948. What sweet memories. I moved to Center Line in 1930 at the age of 1 yrs.
St Clement School Nuns Discussion from Facebook
Wes Arnold adds that Mike Grobbel stated he was working on historical materials of St Clement
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so I am publishing this discussion on the Nuns as not much has been put down on them. So I am
noting what I can until Mike hopefully adds his findings to his wonderful website. Noted just
below here. Mike is our best Center Line historian.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here is the list of Racine Dominican nuns who taught at St. Clement
schools (1892 through 1974), courtesy of Joyce (Grobbel) Watt:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/sc/Racine_Dominican_Nuns.pdf
Tim Smith Thanks for the list Mike, some familiar names in their.
Karen Chene O'Day stated:
When someone says ST. Lucia, it reminds me of a nun I had in school, Sr. Lucia, I was feared of
her, but because I was a well behaved student, I never got the white glove hand on my desk
YIKES!
Mike Grobbel stated: From the July 22, 2007 issue of the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel:
Sister Lucia Motz, O.P., 94 of Racine
Services were held Monday for Sister Lucia Motz, who died July 10. She was 94.
She joined the Racine Dominicans and professed her final vows in 1940. She spent many years
in service to others in teaching. When she moved to Siena Center, Racine, she served as an
occupational therapist aide and a volunteer for St. Catherine's Infirmary.
Survivors include the Racine Dominican sisters and associates; and a brother, Brother Isaac
Joques, CSC.
The family has suggested memorials to the Racine Dominican Mission Fund. The MareshMeredith & Acklam Funeral Home, 803 Main St., Racine, handled the arrangements.
http://www.jsonline.com/news/29433239.html
Sue Skwiers Schornak stated: Oh, I can tell you I often got a clip on the back of the head from
that wooden arm when I was least expecting it! And she used to call everybody Susie so I kept
answering with "what???" and that warranted another bop on the head. My excuse for my "CRS
syndrome" (can't remember sh...) now that I am over 60 is too many bops on the head when I
was 14. At least our "nun" experiences from the 50's and 60's make for some funny stories today.
Marian Zammit Jaskula stated: I remember her too.
Al Jenuwine had her too!!! the white glove, watch out!!!
Jayne A. Hebert stated: I, too, was afraid of her, Never faced her wrath but. other classmates did.
J·
Mike Grobbel stated: Sister Lucia Motz, O.P. was assigned to teach at St. Clement during the
following school years: Sept. 1961-June 1965, Sept. 1971-.
During her career she spent many years teaching in middle grades in schools in Michigan. In
later years (c. 1994) she served as a volunteer in the Activities Program of St. Catherine's
Infirmary. In May 1992, volunteers and staff on the Senior Companion Program at St.
Catherine's Infirmary were recognized by President George Bush as the 780th Daily Point of
Light.
Connie Miller Ireland stated: Does anyone remember sr. Gerhardt.. I was on the website for
The Dominican order I can't locate her...Mike Grobbel you
Are a good researcher have you seen anything? Wondering..If she is still alive. I loved her@
she did so much for me.. They weren't all mean lol
Mike Grobbel stated: Sr. Bertha Nowak, O.P served at St. Clement for eleven years during the
school years of 1955-6 through 1965-6. she also served during the 1931-2 school year, for a total
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of twelve years!
Mike Grobbel stated: Sr. Gerhard Rechtien, O.P. served at St. Clement during the 1964-5 through
1967-8 school years.
Connie Miller Ireland stated: Thanks Mike I thought her last name was Gerhard I am going to
Try to locate her.. If she is still alive
Mike Grobbel stated: Sr. Diane Kenel, O.P, served at St. Clement from the 1951-2 through 19556 school years.She returned for the 1969-70 and 1970-1 school years.
http://journaltimes.com/.../article_1fc5cf48-39b3-5c62...
Obituary: Sr. Diane Kenel O.P.
RACINE - Sr. Diane Kenel O.P., 77, passed away at Lakeshore Manor, Racine, on Thursday,
March 30, 2006. June Loreen Kenel was born June 10, 1928, to Roy and Florence (nee:
Seymour) Kenel in Detroit, Mich.
On January 25, 1945, she joined the Racine Dominicans and at her reception in 1946, she was
given the religious name, Sr. Diane. She professed her first vows in 1948 and her final vows in
1954.
Sr. Diane began her ministry of service to others in teaching at Sacred Heart, Racine. Other
places in Wisconsin where she taught were St. John, Little Chute; St. Patrick, Racine; and Ss.
Peter and Paul, Green Bay. She was also Grade School Principal when she was at St. Patrick's. In
Michigan, she taught in Fowler and was Grade School Principal at Centerline. From 1971 until
1986, Sr. Diane worked in the Diocesan Department of Education in Green Bay as a Diocesan
Consultant. When she became a resident at Siena Center in 1986, she did secretarial work until
1992. For the last 13 years, she served as the Community Archivist until she became a resident of
Lincoln Village in August, 2005, and later a resident of Lakeshore Manor in November, 2005.
Sr. Diane is survived by the Racine Dominican Sisters and Associates; her brother, Gordon
(Karen) Kenel; her sisters, Miriam (Ray) Pillote and Delphine (Henry) Glaeser; and nieces and
nephews. She was predeceased by her parents.
The Mass of Christian Burial will be celebrated in the Siena Center Chapel, Tuesday, April 4,
2006, Interment will take place at Holy Cross Cemetery on Highway 32. Memorials to the
Racine Dominican Mission Fund have been suggested. MARESH-MEREDITH AND ACKLAM
FUNERAL HOME 803 Main Street 634-7888
journaltimes.com|
Jayne A. Hebert stated: I am blanking on the name of the nun who would read novels to us and
would cry during sad parts.
Al Basil Sr stated: Thanks for the info on Sr Diane Mike. She failed me in the 6th grade in 1952.
I had her again in 1953 to re-do grade 6, and then again in 1954 for the 7th grade. At the time, I
didnt think much of her, but as the years passed, i came the realize that she was one of the better
teacher's that i had in grade school. I moved to the public school for high school at Center Line
High in the fall of 1955.
Mike Grobbel stated: From the Racine (WI) Journal Times
http://journaltimes.com/.../article_d42616cf-88ca-5c4a.
[I have that article for this posting to include only those nuns who had served at St. Clement
School in Center Line, MI; I have added the school years during which they served at St.
Clement and they are enclosed in brackets]
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On Sunday, June 19, the Racine Dominican Sisters will honor 32 members observing
anniversaries of religious profession. A special liturgy and dinner will be held at Siena Center,
5635 Erie St. The celebration concludes the sisters' annual all-community meeting, which
included the installation of the new officers of the community. Elected were Sister Evelyn Lins,
president, and Sisters Mary Ann Pevas and Ann Sipko, vice-presidents.
Observing 75 years as a Racine Dominican is
***Sister Cordula Neu (1960-1 thru 1973-4)
A musician, Sister Neu taught music for many years in Racine at the former School of Music.
Observing 70 years are: ***Sister Teresita Palzkill (1963-4 thru 1967-8)
was a teacher and principal at several Racine schools, including St. Rose, St. Mary's and Holy
Name. She also served on the faculty of St. Catherine's High School from 1949-52 and 1955-60.
Twelve sisters are observing anniversaries of 60 years:
***Sister Mary (Maurice) DeGroot (1944-5 thru 1947-8, 1952-3 and 1953-4)
for many years was a primary grade school teacher at Holy Name, St. Mary's, St. Rita's, St.
Joseph's and St. Rose Schools. She is presently engaged in the Senior Companion Program, an
outreach program to the elderly, based at Siena Center.
***Sister Lucia Motz , (1961-2 thru 1964-5, 1971-2 thru 1973-4)
spent many years teaching in middle grades in schools in Michigan. More recently, she has
served as a volunteer in the Activities Program of St. Catherine's Infirmary.
***Sister Immaculata Schmidt (1957-8)
taught at various high schools in Michigan and Wisconsin, including St. Catherine's, and St.
Mary's, Kenosha. She served as administrative secretary for the community from 1973-83 and is
presently the director of the community's oral history project.
Among the 50-year jubilarians are:
***Sister Grace Marie Kraft (1960-1)
spent most of her years in the community as a teacher in Wisconsin and Michigan. From 1943-44
she taught at St. Joseph's School. She is presently engaged in community services in the Detroit
area.
***Sister Margaret Rose Bohn, (1965-6 thru 1968-9)
a Racine native, is presently associate pastor of Santa Teresita Parish, El Mirage, Ariz. She
formerly taught in the primary grades in schools in Wisconsin and Michigan.
Dominican sisters observe anniversaries
(head shots of all the nuns ran with story)
journaltimes.com|
Bob McGee stated: Great research, Mike. Any info on Sr Evereldis (sp)?
Mike Grobbel stated: Jayne A. Hebert give me the approximate school year(s) when you had this
nun and let me see if I can come up with a few names to jog your memory.
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Donna M Radford stated: She scared me a lot but was a very good teacher
Jayne A. Hebert stated: 64 or 65 fourh or fifth grade.
Mike Grobbel stated: Sr. Everildis Hanley, O.P. served at St. Clement during the following
school years: 1942-3 thru 1950-1 and 1970-1 thru 1973-4.
Bob McGee stated: I had a Sr Everildis for 3rd grade in the early 70s.
Mike Grobbel stated: I missed it. Sr. Everildis Hanley came back for an "encore": 1970-1 thru
1973-4.
Mike Grobbel Jayne A. Hebert - in addition to those already mentioned, here are the other nuns
who taught in the 1964-5 time frame: Sisters Anaclete, Loriane, Cornelia, DePaul, Margaret,
Candida, Laura, Rosamund, Anella, Luciana, Rose Ellen, Loretta, Vianney,
Mike Grobbel stated: I recently received a ton of St. Clement historical information from my
cousin Joyce (Grobbel) Watt, including a typewritten list of all the Dominican nuns assigned to
St. Clement, by school year, from 1918-9 thru 1973-4. I intend to make this list and a lot more of
her other information and photos available soon on my web site. But first I have to scan it all so I
can return the originals to her.
Rick Peters Mike Grobbel, you mean that you missed Sr. Charitas? She is the biggest reason that
I left St. Clement for Busch.
Rick Peters stated: by the way, Sr. Rose Ellen is still living in Racine. I believe she is 101-102
years old. My brother still hears from her.
Mike Grobbel stated: I remember her name but I cannot find her anywhere on the listing I have,
Mike Grobbel Sr. Rose Ellen Mlodzik: 1955-6 thru 1963-4. [Sr. Nazaire Mlodzik 1953-4, 19545]
Jayne A. Hebert stated: Sr. Luciana.
Diane Kujawa Schneider stated: Oh I remember her. She was my 7th grade teacher. She was
always hitting my husband in the back of his head. She had a wooden hand
That Xmas someone gave her One white glove.....lol
Mike Grobbel stated: Sr. Luciana Novinski: 1962-3 thru 1970-1
Mike Grobbel stated: Connie Miller Ireland Here is some additional information for you.
Sr. Gerhard Rechtien, O.P. served at St. Clement during the 1964-5 through 1967-8 school
years...
Father John G. Rechtien's Obituary on Express-News
Read the Obituary and view the Guest Book, leave...legacy.com
Mike Grobbelsss Connie Miller Ireland Bingo! Brookfield, WI:
http://www.zabasearch.com/people/a+rechtien/wi/
Alexis Briggs Borowski She was my 7th grade teacher . She was always bopping me in the head
with her wooden arm
Al Basil stated: Sr Mary Maurice DeGroot was my 1st Grade teacher 1946-7. I still remember
her, and see Spot run with Dick, and Jane!
Diane Kujawa Schneider stated: Sister Rose Ellen had the first all girls class. She dicussed young
women issues in the 60s. At the time she was the youngest nun at the time. She was very kind &
understanding. I looked forward to her class.
Robert Milewski stated: I got hit in the back of the head by Sister Lucia's infamous arm! More
than once.
Bob McGee stated: The story I always heard was that her hand got caught in a laundry press
machine at the nunnery. Wonder what the real story is.
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Mike Grobbel stated: So her hand got mangled in a mangle?
Barbara Tepper stated: She made me anxiety riddled, just looking at that arm. She would hold
her chalk in it when she used those line makers on the board, squellllllll. I am 61 and I still see
it..lol it was carved so homemaid ...I remember that and a deep red-brown color? Am I right?
Diane Kujawa Schneider stated: Barbara, you are right. It was a deep brown. Sr. Lucia told us
too that she put her hand in the laundry press at the nunnery.
Nancy Goniwiecha Bourgeois We were all afraid of her.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here is the list of Racine Dominican nuns who taught at St. Clement
schools (1892 through 1974), courtesy of Joyce (Grobbel) Watt:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/sc/Racine_Dominican_Nuns.pdf
Mike Grobbel stated: According to the "History of St. Clement Parish 1850-2000", by 1981 there
was only one nun still teaching at St. Clement and in July 1982, the last remaining Dominican
nuns at St. Clement moved out of the convent and relocated to St. Cletus in Warren.
Mike Grobbel stated: Cardinal Adam Maida announced in March 2005 that St. Clement High
School was one of 15 Catholic schools in the Archdiocese of Detroit that would be closed at the
end of the 2004-2005 school year. The St. Clement Grade School closed its doors in
Mike Grobbel stated: Center Line Savings Bank

Mike Grobbel stated: Most of the homes on Central, Dale or Mae Avenues between Van Dyke
and Burg Roads are part of the H.H. Renshaw Subdivision that was platted in 1919. My first
cousin, Mark Grobbel, who grew up on Dale Ave., recently gave me the Abstract of Title that his
father received when he bought their lot.
The Abstract describes all of the sales information for the land parcels making up what is now
the H.H. Renshaw Subdivision that occurred over the period of 1835 through 1919. It also
includes all recorded mortgages for which those properties were held as security. The Abstract
also contains the Last Will and Testament of Joseph Miller as well as all of the information
associated with the probating of that will. It also contains the bill of complaint that was filed by
H. Herbert Renshaw to obtain clear title to the properties contained in his subdivision. The
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Abstract has been scanned and can be downloaded from this web page:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/maps/renshaw/
While the information contained in the Abstract is very interesting, it is hard to make sense of the
size and location of the parcels based upon their written legal description. Therefore I have taken
the Abstract information and created a color-coded plat map for each of the various sales and
arranged them in chronological order. Also provided is a current map showing the lots and streets
that are encompassed by the H.H. Renshaw Subdivision.

Mike Grobbel's collection Renshaw Sub

Mike Grobbel Current map of the H.H. Renshaw Subdivision in Center Line, MI. Source:
http://gis.macombgov.org/flexviewer2/
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Postd by Mike Grobbel Fr. Murray with Dog Shamus, 1967 Crest Yearbook:
Mike Grobbel stated:
Biography of Rev. T. Edward Murray - Pastor of St. Clement Parish,
1952-1971
Timothy Edward Murray was born on Sept. 2, 1902 in South Boston, MA,
to
Denis and Ellen (Donovan) Murray.
He was the first born of their three sons and three daughters.
His mother often told the story about the day when she was walking the
infant Timothy in his carriage, they encountered the Archbishop of
Boston, John Joseph Williams. The Bishop admired the young infant and
said to his mother, "That fine boy shall become a priest."
His parents enrolled "Tim" in the Lawrence Grammar School and later
South Boston High School. "Tim" quickly decided he wanted to be known as "Ed". Many years
later, his younger brother, Dr. Thomas Murray, claimed to have never known that a switch had
been made until he saw his brother's real given name on the seminary records.
Ed earned a scholarship to attend the St. Thomas College in Fredericton, New Brunswick,
Canada, a small liberal arts junior college from which he graduated in 1924. During breaks in his
schooling, Ed took various jobs, including working for a railroad and managing an A&P grocery
store. At one time he was a captain of a military squad similar to the ROTC here in the USA.
Ed had known as early as his high school days that he wanted to become a priest.
However, Boston had a surplus of priests and he wanted to be able to make his mark without
waiting several decades to move up from being an associate pastor. Therefore, he traveled to
Detroit and interviewed with Bishop Michael Gallagher. Bishop Gallagher was sufficiently
impressed with the young man and in the fall of 1925, Ed entered St. Augustine's Seminary in
Toronto, Ontario as a student for the priesthood of the Detroit Diocese.
Father Murray was ordained on May 26, 1929 at St. Patrick's Cathedral in Detroit and
said his first Mass on June 8th at St. Vincent's in South Boston.
He then served thirteen years as an assistant pastor at St. Martin's, Assumption Grotto and
St. Francis de Sales parishes in Detroit.
In June of 1942 he was named pastor of the newly-created parish of St. Mark's to serve
the exploding war-time population of Warren Twp. The first services were held in the USO hall
on Nine Mile Rd. and later in a store front. Soon enough funds were raised to build a school and
church and the reputation of St. Mark's parish and Fr. Murray became well known throughout the
diocese.
In 1946, Fr. Murray became seriously ill and underwent surgery. Six bouts of pneumonia
followed, along with orders to recuperate in the warmer climate of Florida. Complications set in
and at one point during another hospitalization he was declared clinically dead. However, he
rallied enough to vow that if he could make a complete recovery, he would make a pilgrimage to
the Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes in France. He did make a full recovery and made the
pilgrimage every two years for many more years.
In March of 1952, Fr. Murray was appointed to serve as pastor of St. Clement's in Center
Line. Two years later, he celebrated his Silver Jubilee as a priest, at which time it was noted that,
"Your vigor, leadership and peservance, all so well attuned to your foresightedness,
brought into existence the thriving parish of St. Mark's. The first ten years of its history are
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merely the ten years of your life between 1942 and 1952. Your transfer into our midst has
brought a return of the vigorous spirit that inspired the St. Clement parishioners of the decade
between 1870 and 1880 into building, what certainly must have been at that time, a most
magnificent church. We have a rich heritage which we shall strive hard to preserve."
Fr. Murray immediately set out to rally support and raise funds for a new school which
was built on Ritter Ave., soon followed by a new convent. By 1954 he was already setting his
sights on a new church to replace the one built in 1880 (see the photo of the 1954 architectural
model, below).
The new church took a little longer to bring to fruition and it was dedicated in 1961.
Fr. Murray retired as pastor of St. Clement's parish in 1971 and died on Feb. 19, 1974.
[source: Silver Jubilee booklet published in 1954 on the occasion of Fr. Murray's 25th
anniversary of his ordination]
Mike Grobbel stated: From the "St. Clement Reporter", Jan. 27, 1957: "$400,000 Cash
Needed in 60 Days - Why?" http://grobbel.org/.../sc/st_clement_reporter_1957_pg1.jpg
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Wesley Arnold mentions Friends of History at St Clement Cemetery
'It warms the heart to see a family gathering and to see they care. Here is the picture I promised
you.
Even nice cards from the grandchildren
adorn the monument with the new flowers.
And the ground has been cut for the new sod
which was to come Monday but has to be put
off a day due to an unscheduled burial
tomorrow. New sod will adorn many new
graves this week. Several of us Center Line
Friends of History have been working even
in bad weather and cold today on preserving
Center Line History. We have uncovered
several stones which were underground some
as far as eight inches. The entire cemetery
has now been trimmed. With side lighting I
believe we have solved one of the unknown mystery stones. Does anyone know where I can
borrow a ground radar to locate more underground stones? Some of the old Friends of history
have also raised underground stones in past years. Saint Alice has been trimming weeds and
weed shrubs there for years. We are proud of the two staff as we have got to know them and see
that they are trying to go a good job but have had difficulty keeping up due to many burials and
mowing and other maintenance work they have to do being understaffed. Trying to locate the
several broken water pipes have created additional burdens for them. We friends of history thank
all who are working to preserve our history and freedom. If you know the history of anyone
buried in St Clement Cemetery please send it to wecare@dogoodforall.today We would to
preserve their history and stories in our history books and in Library of Congress for their great
grandchildren to be able to see. online at dogoodforall.today'
Jennie Savine-Suhy Maryliw, Al Basil Sr, Phil Smith and 28 others like this.
Gwen Schaefer-Gassman stated: Very nice headstone. RIP my dear cousin. You will be dearly
missed.
George Nicholas Selaty stated: Wesley, my Wife, Son, Brother & Mother & Father are buried
there. I have 3 plots there. One day I will also be buried there....
St Clement Cemetery
Why were perpetual graves not cared for?
Phil Smith I worked for the cemetery,we had accounts set aside for perpetual care,we took
money from every grave sale and put some in accounts, the priest took that money and spent it,
they did not add to it when graves were sold, instead they spent it on things that it should not
have been,it happened before and the cemetery was closed for years,so when it was re-opened it
was set up so it wouldn't happen again, but priest decided to raid the money, kill the goose that
laid the golden egg. He also stated that cemetery workers had spent countless hours restoring
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records and placed them on Mac computer and researched and found many locations but a
certain priest actually did not want records kept and sold the computers without backing them up
and saving the records thereby losing thousands of hours of record work and precious records.
His comments were actually much stronger in nature than I have expressed here
Wesley Arnold said as of mid 2015 I have researched most of the known graves at St
Clement Cemetery and compiled 15 books about this cemetery all viewable and printable for free
to anyone. I have had help from several people such as the St Clement Cemetery staff, Mike
Grobbel and two angels (Joan and Alice). (If you spend a lot of time in this cemetery you will
meet both of them.) I have or will have by the end of this year (if I live that long am old and in
poor health) photographed every stone in this cemetery and at Warren Union (and 4 other
cemeteries) and placed them on free history book pages with location of each stone in the
cemetery. I have compiled a listing of burials by year and another by name. I have made a quick
stone locator see page 10,001. I have solved many of the mysteries of the unreadable stones.
(Wish I could say all.) I also have put up for everyone to see The actual St Clement records from
1854-1942. It appears that these records have now been lost by the archdioceses. The church
now uses my DVD to locate old records. I give all of this work to our community as a gift. This
is our history. I am just one old historian trying to preserve our local history and American Way
of life which others are working to take away from us and our children. I have done what I can
as an old man with limited resources. It is up to you to continue this historical work. We still do
not have the stories of those buried in this cemetery. People can contact me with the stories of
their family members at wecare@dogoodforall.today Lets get these stories written down now
before they are forgotten.
A further note is that old cemeteries and this one is no exception (in the past) tend to have
neglected record keeping just like local history is not written down because every one knows it
but when they die that history is lost because no one bothered to write it down and save it. The
current workers are outstanding in their diligence and record keeping. I have spent thousands of
hours in St Clement Cemetery and have witnessed good work from our current workers. But are
these records being backed up on paper and microfilm?
If my health allows me to I will give a very interesting historical cemetery tour to local
history enthusiasts. I think I know more about the people who are buried here than any other
living person. (I also did a study of the people of this time and area.) It would serve the
community well if I share this info. I will do the historical tour for free.
But I don't know if anyone cares enough to attend.
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Mike Grobbel stated: Uncle Eddie Grobbel isn't in this circa 1941 photo. Leo Grobbel is in the
driver seat of the 1937 Dodge fire engine at left (he is seated next to Elmer Fleschig). In front of
the Dodge, left to right are Harry Thomas, Bert Grobbel, Clem Grobbel, Norm Rottman.and (?).
Seated in the 1926 American LaFrance are Mark Kunath and George Theut. The others (l.to r.)
are Bruce Drummond, Andrew Wiegand, George Wolf, Kenneth Lambert and Paul Elwart.
Wesley Arnold Does anyone remember the big 3 foot in
diameter 30 foot long fire escape slide tube at Busch
school? Mike Grobbel found this picture but it is not
from our town. It looks very much like it.
Joseph D Boesl I remember St Clements had one that ran
from the 3rd floor to the ground outside also I remember
the one at Busch.but have no picture of it
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Wesley I believe I have a
picture of it mom gave me her photo books, If I do I will
post it.
Sylvester Grobbel stated: Remember it well. Mark and I
and a half of the Helen St gang (mostly Weingartz clan)
would take off our shoes,climb in tube,work our way to
the top and slide down. Great fun great memories. This
was at Bush.
Mike Grobbel found this picture of a safety tube.
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Ron Markowicz stated: Who remembers Town Crier Restaurant between 11 and 12 on VD??
Jim Milewski stated: Us Tech Plaza employees preferred the Crier for our late nights.

Mike Akhurst stated: Corner of Central and Van Dyke
Gale Kowalski-Crorey stated: The BEST coffee and pancakes.
Susann Bendert stated: Delmonico steak sandwich was the best!
Jon Robichaud stated: As a freshman we stole a case of eggs from the Clock (inside job) and
attacked the seniors homecoming float party, Good times!
Pat Scott stated: I remember a fire that nearly closed it down permanently. The night the clock
stopped.
Terry McArthur stated: I use to get Silver Dollor Pancakes aftr delivering the Morning
Freepress..Great Lady's worked at The Clock!!
Julie Richmond Boussie stated: We sat in a booth sometimes all day instead of going to school.
Linda Wiegand Richards stated: Rocky and I went here often. Great memories.
Judy Butterfield stated: great picture !
Rosie Malik stated: omg.....the memories......thank you.....beautiful pic......March 29, 2014
Paul Kleisinger stated: the best pancakes and the worlds best banana cream pie....
Patrick O'Lear http://www.macombdaily.com/…/vandals-target-public-safety-s…
Garry Watts stated: It is... It is really sad to see the
change around town, now this.
Mike O'Lear Sr. stated: Sad!
Ron Pelton stated: Very sad. I can remember
building the tower.
Keith Gurney stated: a lot of sweat by a lot of good
Officers, Reserves and Firefighters went into
making and maintaining this Facility
Patricia Malinowski stated: This is sickening!!
Hope they can catch who did this!!
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Mike Barnett stated: sad to lose good training resources.
Joseph D Boesl stated: So sad.What the hell is going on with people today. there is no end to all
this madness and corruption. your life is not worth a nickel today. where did all this cruption start
from and killing of people for no reason at all.life sure is not getting any better.i feel sorry for all
the young people that have to put up with this
Gary Houghton stated: Well said Keith. In the last few years we have spent a lot of time there
working. We have been able to do some quality training in there.
Tina Ponke stated: The whole fabric of the city is changing. I noticed it when they built low
income housing south of where city hall is today. It's like a disease that just keeps spreading.
Tim Smith stated: I hear you Mike. My dad still lives on Dale, most of the other people that we
knew growing up have moved away - only a few left. I would love to see the city turn around
too. It's like Detroit keeps pushing north of 8 mile. Very sad.
Professor Wesley Arnold stated A lot of people blame it on the “blacks” but in truth it is culture
and lack of good and proper parenting and education. It is not race as there is no biological
scientific support for what most people call race. There are only groupings of “clines” which
are a whole series of other traits ( variations) are distributed each in accordance with its
particular controlling selective history over hundreds of years. We are all only one race Homo
sapiens.
OK now that I have offended many readers with the truth. --Oh it does not matter if I am right or you are right. What matters is, is it the truth. People
today even in this modern world often don't bother to look for the real facts.
The decline in our community is a product of apathy, lack of concern for others in the
community, lack of moral training good parenting and education among other sociological
factors.
I have taught at every grade level and for the last 20 years at the college level. I can testify
that many of our young people are greatly lacking in adequate education and grasp of reality.
Many are in never never land of the entertainment or peer phone chat culture. They often spend
several hours a day chatting with their peers on their phones.
Example while giving a college review lecture or a college final exam I noticed several
students using their phones and it was not to take notes.
Most of my young college freshmen have very little knowledge of history, the Bill of Rights,
geography, and many other important areas of knowledge. In fact I had them look at a 6th grade
final exam from 1880 and they all stated they could not pass it.
Many think they are entitled to a good job, education, welfare etc.
The old work ethic is missing in many. And our freedom is taken for granted often without the
realization that one and a half million Americans died over the last 240 years to secure our
current freedom..
But there is hope. Hope is the guiding star, that lights the path of all
I have several college students that are learning and headed for success. I help them get good
grades. I help them get scholarships. Visit my website if you would like to help someone get
scholarships http://dogoodforall.today
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On that website are also helps for getting a better job and other great items.
Sincerely Prof Wesley E Arnold M.A.
Wesley Arnold our Van Dyke at Superior or Ryan at 9 Mile A & Ps were not listed in the
1948 phone book but were there by the 1950s. A & P was the equivalent then of what KMart,
Meijers and Walmart are today. It was the really first super market in our area and a lot of folks
went there.
Deanna Gilbert Smith stated: I do! Remember it. My mom did the grocery shopping there.
John Grates stated: Mom sent us up there for 8 Oclock coffee
Rick White stated: I use to walk there for my Mom when I was a kid. I would buy a lbs of bacon,
a dozen eggs and two packs of Salem's (with a note) . I got it all for $1.25.
John Grates stated: I can still smell the fresh ground coffee.
Brenda Stanley stated: I lived on Sterling across Van Dyke. Loved their glazed donuts.
John Grates stated: What was the name of the greasy spoon between 10 Mile Rd. and Warren
Blvd.?
Mike Grobbel stated: Bea's Grill was located just north of Homer's CenterLine Drugs. The
streetcar turnaround loop was located there until the tracks were torn out in 1932. Jerome's
Restaurant was built in the mid-1960s and torn down in 1969 during the urban renewal program.
According to Marie Castiglione Genord, it was owned by her uncle Jerry Cusenza (her
grandfather owned Johnny's Recreation). I don't remember ever eating there but I think Marie
would bristle at the notion that Jerome's was a "greasy spoon".
John Grates stated: The place I am thinking of was open for breakfast as we walked to school at
St. Clements. Just past the Drs. office. Was Dr. Bryce ever in that office in the 50's.
Dan Radtke stated: On the west side of Van Dyke; City Grill, Fran's, the old theatre (spent many
a Saturday there watching Abbot & Costello and western movies) Gibbs lumber, Fr Murray FCU
(Benny L's grandmothers house),Grissom used cars. Qualman street (Jones Funeral Home)
disappeared sometime early 60's.
On the East side of VD; Kay-O gas (23 cents), DanDee shoe repairs where we always had
"cleats" put on our shoes with sometimes new soles...Brickley's for a cream cycle, Wolf's,
B&W's beer store with plenty of penny candy (two squirrels and a flying saucer). Homers for a
phosphate and a little organ music. A couple of other businesses including Dr Bryce who
probably delivered most of us, and Tip Top Supermarket on the corner of 10 mile where I was a
bagger for one day...when I found out my wages I immediately quit!
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Dr. barker delivered myself and my siblings, he was on warren blvd.
Margaret McArthur stated: Hated going to Dr. Bryce..always ended up getting a shot from nurse
Katie...
Julie Semivan stated: Dr. Bryce delivered 3 of the 4 of us..and I remember being in his office
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with my little brother who bit off the end of the mercury thermometer. He wasn't happy getting
his temp taken! And there was memorial hospital on van dyke......
Paulette Meares stated: I think Dr. Isbey was in with Dr. Bryce, anyone remember Dr.
Zimmerman, he was upstairs somewhere between Engleman and Warren Blvd., if I remember
right.
Tom Carney stated: Ha! Nurse Katie!
Maureen Brunton stated: I worked at Warren Memorial. Tiny pediatric ward was mine on
afternoon shift. Loved it!
Jim Milewski stated: Tom Carney and Donna Corriveau: You're right Tom. Miller's Poultry
became Chicken Delight, then it was a light bulb store and its now Stosh's Pizza. Its on the
corner of Sterling on the east side of Van Dyke.
Bev Minko Karjala stated: It's not called ABC Appliance. It's Inter-City Appliance on Bernice.
Minnies was right next door.
John Anthony Torres stated: We had Dr. Barker on Warren Blvd. I'm still living!
Dave Briere stated: George Pastoreck owned the original inter-city appliance on the northwest
corner of Bernice and VD. I worked for him in the summer and fall of 1966. A patient, honest
man. His son took over the business after he retired and move across vd to the southeast corner.
Deborah Urban Washnak stated: Minnie's was actually named Glen Bakery & Donut shop if I
remember correctly. Minnie was Glen's wife.
Only it didn't look like a donut shop. There was the counter, to order food...hamburgers, fries,
etc... then tables to sit at to eat and a juke box. I remember Glen always covered in flour and
eggs... never had one of his donuts though.... Great place to hang out in the late 60's and early
70's. Ever one went there. It was across from Burger King, maybe kitty corner.....Couldn't find a
photo....
Jody Kargula Skopek stated: I remember Glen's Bakery was on the southwest corner of Bernice
and VD (across from Standard Gas station) some years later it moved to the other side of VD,
next to Inter-City Appliance. He made the best bread!!! My Aunt Rose Wiegand would sent us up
Deborah Urban Washnak stated: Jody Kargula Skopek, he wasn't very clean. I remember him
being in his apron a mess. Then he took out his screw driver and stirred his drinks, but I had to
over look his flour and egged stained hands because he made the best damn hamburger and
fries....
Deborah Urban Washnak It's still there, without the sign. Go take a photo of it. Then post it for
all of us to see...
Wesley Arnold Mike Grobbel stated: is right as usual Bea's was also called Bea's Lunch. The
place was so small she did not have a refrigerator so ran down to the marked to buy hamburger
and cooked it up quickly.
Mike Grobbel stated: Bea's formerly occupied the right (south) portion of the party store in this
photo. The US Mailbox was at the southeast corner of Van Dyke and Warren Blvd. The north
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exterior wall of Homer's Centerline Drug Store can be seen behind and to the right of the party
store.

Mike Grobbel stated: Here is Jerome's Restaurant,
which was just south of Homer's.
Lois Saxe stated: Had many a lunch at Jerome's senior
year when we could have lunch off campus..
Rick White stated: My friend Ned Cusenza (Center
Line H.S. Class of 73) and his family owned that
restaurant in the mid 60s. I think it was renamed, but
don't remember what it was called........
Diane Orton Haynes stated: S.Warren-McArther &
Toepher:'' S/E corner?One trail thru the center, a
ditch,the banks full of poison Ivy?In 1940's/early50's ?
anybody?
Mike Grobbel stated: Here's a link to what it looks
like today and below is an aerial view taken at
approximately 3 PM, April 28, 1949:
https://www.google.com/maphp?hl=en...
Mike Grobbel's photo.
Kurt Mccrary stated: Thanks Mike! I wrote a story
about Henkles Woods a few years ago.... The aerial photo is of the old Plunkett (sp) farm... The
actual Henkles Woods was just south of that on 8 Mile... Great part of German history.....in the
old woods.
Wesley Arnold stated: Some asked me about why women rode side saddle. The Why and how of
side saddle So did most women ride
side or astride in
the 1800s? It was
considered in
those time more
ladylike to ride
side saddle.
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Sherman Mace stated: My great grandmother did. My grandmother said so in her family
biography.
Karen Berardi stated: It's an interesting saddle they use for this riding. Also, some of the skirts
were like wrap around skirts that could come off quickly in case you fell off. Otherwise you
would be dragged by the horse.
Gregory Kenfield stated: Who remembers the Hofbrau Restaurant on Van Dyke and Superior?
Dennis Cooper stated: We used to close that bar every night,I had some good times there.
Don Tharrett stated: Sure I was on that fire when it burned
Joseph D Boesl stated: I remember it as the Centerline Hotel and the bar down in the
Basement.spent a lot of time there also
Wesley Arnold stated old timers told me that it was a red light. It had a bar and rooms to let.
There were very few places like that around. So if two consenting adults ….temptation..... So
how many of you realists believe it never happened in the dives of Michigan.
John Grates stated: Anyone remember Silverstiens the Army-Navy surplus store? I think it
was 6 mile and Mound or so!
Harold Jenuwine stated: It was at six and sherwood
Tim Briere stated: Playing "Army" was made so much more reaistic in the farmers field across
Lorraine at the end of Harding, with all the equipment we all had from Silverstiens. Green belts
with canteens, helmets, gas masks,folding shovels, wooden play rifles and more. Sometimes
there would be up to 20 boys involved in our spontaneous battles. Americans vs. Germans. If you
were shot, and wanted to stay in the fight, all you had to do was say, "you only grazed me, bang
you're dead!"
Ron Markowicz stated: Great place!
Sherri Charlene stated: Does anyone remember the name of the Record Store ??
I think it was next to Wolf's or the Dairy store ?
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Theresa Stempien-Jurkiewicz stated: I remember the record store, wasn't the dairy store
Brickleys?
Mike O'Lear Sr. stated: Peppies .
Paulette Meares stated: Spent alot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner
of Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block
north of there.
Marcia Goniwiecha Lange stated: There was a Brickley's, we used to go there for fudgsicles. It
was on the east side of Van Dyke, south of 10 mile rd.
Fred Hingst stated: Brickley's had Three half gallons of milk in glass bottles for $1.00. Used to
transport them in a wire type basket. Tricky on a bike for sure ! Ha!
Bob Wiegand stated: Brickley's was just north of Warren Blvd. in the same block next to the old
Wolfe's hardware. Thinking the Wolfe brothers bought out the entire block to build their new
store.
John Anthony Torres stated: My poor Mom would buy about 11 gallons a week for me and my
three brothers and sis. She would always let me drive, I think I was 14 then.
Jim Milewski stated: The only record store I remember was Kubek's but it was closer to 9 mile
near Joe's Bike and Hobby.
Deborah Urban Washnak stated: I remember a record store being closer to 9 Mile and Van Dyke,
acrosss from the Skating rink. Use to take dance lessons and would buy the records we needed
up there. Would ride my bike up there when I was about 12....
Marcia Goniwiecha Lange stated: Brickley's was in a brown brick building. There was also
Brown's dairy on the west side of Van Dyke near Amy Joy Donuts. I don't know about the beer!
John Anthony Torres stated: Brickley's Dairy sold milk. There was a Dentist's office upstairs
from the store.

Mike Grobbel stated: Florian Rasch, II - early settler of Warren, MI and
St. Florian, AL centerline.grobbel.org
“Florian II also became a farmer in a nearby village and in 1849 he
married Caroline Nickel (1827-1880). Their firstborn child was Paul
Joseph Rasch (1851-1910) and on August 5, 1851, the three of them
boarded the ship "Stepane" in Bremen, Germany, bound for New York
City, NY. Later that year, Florian II arrived at the Macomb County
courthouse in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, where he purchased 80 acres of
land in Section 16 of Warren Township. In 1852 Florian II returned to Germany to bring his
father to the U.S.
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Headstone of Florian Rasch I, St. Clement Cemetery, Center Line, MI (click to enlarge)Florian I
arrived in the USA with his family on May 19, 1852 and settled in Warren Township with his
son, where they were among the first members of St. Clement Parish in nearby Center Line.
Florian I would become one of the first parishoners to be buried in St. Clement Cemetery three
days after his death on September 11, 1855. He is undoubtedly the only veteran of Napoleon's
Grande Armée to be buried in that cemetery.
Years later, Florian II's wife Caroline came down with tuberculosis. Believing that a
warmer climate would help her condition, Florian II moved her and 10 of their 11 children to
northwest Alabama in the spring of 1873 (by that time, their son Paul had entered the Capuchin
Order at Holy Cross Monastery, Mt. Calvary, Wisconsin; he became known as Fr. Luke Rasch
when he was ordained to the priesthood on Sept. 21, 1877). “ Picture from M Grobbel collection.
Marian Arnott · On Engleman what was the florist right next to the field? I was always told to be
quiet when we walked by the place....
Don Tharrett stated: We roamed all threw there as kids he use to send his dog out after us he had
some what would be great clasic cars in there we caught big gold fish in that pond
Steven J Minnick stated: It was a crime when they buried the pond & bull-dozed the woods. The
pond had huge turtles & goldfish. There were also some perch, walleye and pike in there, planted
by fisherman (we were told). We loved the woods they called Jim's Woods. Used to catch snakes
and frogs there. We had a bit of nature right in the middle of town that was destroyed to put up a
football field that wasn't really needed. We had the one at Memorial Park that worked just fine.
Brian Minnick stated: Yeah, it was called Jim's woods, cuz Jim's realty was in front of it. I'm not
sure if Jim Ahearn owned the property though. Once he died his house/office was torn down. I
used to cut his lawn for him and he'd pay me in whiskey, excellent trade of a 13 year old.
Paul Kleisinger stated: My Dad used to take me duck hunting when I was a kid where Lakeside
Mall is now , it was a marsh when I was 13, shot my first buck on a relatives farm on 21 mile
and north ave. at 14.
Paul Kleisinger stated: State Park & Macarthur , there was also a small pond there till they filled
it in when they put in the storm drain down Lorraine.
Wesley Arnold stated: The Groesbecks were often the first with the most, First to settle here, first
business, cabin, boarded house, lawyers, law suits probably had most servants and they probably
owned more properties properties in Warren Township than anyone else unless you count
Shubael Conant's swamp land.
Mike Grobbel stated: I just spoke with my mom and she says that the house on the SE corner of
Coolidge and Lawrence was built in the early 1950s by Clement and Ella Groesbeck, who had
previously farmed on Sherwood below Nine Mile Rd. After their passing, their son Robert
continued living there. He was the owner of Groesbeck Flowers and he passed away in Dec.
2009.
Kyle stated: Wes Very Cool Mike Grobbel. I Know It Was Built In 1951. I've Only Been In The
House For Four Years But It's Awesome To Hear Some History Of Center Line. What Used To
Be Across From Lawrence Before The apartment Were There?
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Mike Grobbel stated: That area was simply
known by us neighborhood kids in the 1950s and
60s as "the cornfield". In some spots you could
still see the furrows from when it used to be an
actual corn field but we generally used it for
playing baseball and football. Almost every
spring it would be the scene of a grass fire. Here
is a 1949 aerial photo of "the cornfield". No
evidence of the ball diamonds in this photo
because as you can see there weren't too many
homes built yet in the vicinity - plus it was
probably still being used to grow corn! We skated
in the rink the city would make in the cornfield alongside Lawrence closer to Miller School. I do
remember going out into the cornfield and walking on the ice in the low spots and stomping on it
until it would gave way and my feet would get wet.
Sue Grobbel Davidson stated: Oh, I didn't know the city created that. I was pretty young. I also
remember going down closer to miller school land there were some hills and some ponds were
we would get tadpoles or frogs. We rode our bikes there. We weren't allowed to go there but we
sometimes did.
Mike Grobbel shared Michigan's Military and Space Heroes Museum's post. The National WW
II Museum in New Orleans has enlisted the help of the Michigan's Own Military & Space
Museum in Frankenmuth to identify WW II veterans who are willing to provide "oral histories"
for their project. I have already submitted my uncle Alton 'Oz' Grobbel for consideration (with
his consent, of course). "Oz" was a private in the US Army's 282nd Replacement Company and
following basic training, he was sent to the Philippine Islands in July of 1945.
Paul Kleisinger stated: My Dad passed in 1992, was in United States Army Air Force, 8Th Air
Force B17 Bomber Wing in England , late 1942 to January 1945, Master Technical Sgt. , Flight
Engineer, they story he could have told..
Wesley Arnold Art Snook recently died also At a 50th year reunion I think for 61 Mr Snook was
there. I hadn't seen him for years so I said "You gave me the paddle!" And Snook immediately
fired back "And you probably deserved it!" Then Oz Grobbel interceded saying Watch out Snook
he's a historian and might quote you. Both of those men were very sharp at their old ages. They
are always a joy to visit.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here is an aerial photo of the SW quadrant of CL taken on May 30, 1961.
Lawrence at the time was a dirt road that ended at Henry and there were no homes on Superior
St. The spiderweb of paths west of where Superior and Lawrence would eventually meet are the
bike paths we created from the top of "Miller Hill". North of there in "the cornfield" I count at
least 4 separate baseball diamonds .
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Mike Grobbel stated: Here is an aerial photo of the SW quadrant of CL taken on May 16, 1967.
Lawrence has now been paved and extends all the way through to Stephens. The oval outline of
the ice rink I mentioned can be seen just
west of the intersection with Sterling St. It
appears that "Miller Hill" has been recently
leveled, probably at the time they did the
Lawrence roadway paving and extension. I
only see one baseball diamond and
Superior St. is completely built-out.

Jayne A. Hebert stated: does anyone remember the name of the Record Store on the corner of
Van Dyke and Warren Blvd that was attached to above building.
Diane Orton Haynes stated: The man owned the store, name was 'Herman'Could buy a 45 record
for less than a buck.Gal-Pal & I used to hang out on his porch.was nice had an iron railing.Later
he moved the store to tech plaze,a 'camera' shop.
Barbara Peters stated: I think it was just called Peppers records..his wife Dottie also worked
there.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here's the story on Grobbel Avenue:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/grobbel_farms.htm
The following is the story from this website:
“The 1859 Wall Map of St. Clair and Macomb Cos., MI
(published by Geil, Harley & Sevard ) shows "A. Grovel"
(Anton GROBBEL) as owning an 80 acre farm on the westerly
half of the south-east quarter of Section 17 in Warren Twp. This
80 acre parcel was 1/4 mile wide (east to west) & 1/2 mile deep
(north to south) and was fronted along the north side of 11 Mile
Road. The southeast corner of the property was 1/4 mile west of
the intersection of 11 Mile Road and State Road (the presentday Mound Road). Anton farmed the westerly 40 acres of this
parcel while his younger brother John GROBBEL farmed the easterly half until his untimely
death in 1870.”
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“The 1875 Atlas Map of Macomb Co., MI (published by D.J. Stewart of Philadelphia, PA) shows
the westerly 40 acres of that same 80 acre parcel in Section 17 of Warren Twp. as owned by
"Anthony Grobbel" (Anton GROBBEL) and the other half owned
by "Jos. Rinka" (Joseph Rinke, who married Mary WARNER
Grobbel, widow of John GROBBEL). The "Business Directory of
Macomb County, Michigan" that was published along with this
Atlas indicated that Anton Grobbel's "Date of Settlement" in
Section 17 was the year 1849. This is the only written piece of
evidence uncovered so far that places a date on his arrival
anywhere in the United States.”
(photo courtesy of Clark Heath)
“The Anton Grobbel
farmhouse on 11 Mile
Road (ca. 1885-1887).
Left to right: son Ben, wife Elizabeth, Anton,
(unknown), son Anthony. Anton was born on Nov. 4,
1819 in Cobbenrode, Westphalia, Prussia and
emigrated from there in about 1849. During the
winter of 1865-66, Anton and his brother John
worked in the copper mines near Houghton,
Michigan. Anton returned to his farm in Warren
Twp. where he died on March 24, 1900.”
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: There was a coach at CLHS whose last name was Braun, so
perhaps it was named after his family. There was a Ritter family who belonged to a Nazarene
Church and an elder was a minister.
Patrick O'Lear stated: Vic Braun owned Vic's Bar on Van Dyke. He and his family lived in an
apt. above the business. Long time resident and very active in the City and St. Clement. Maybe
from the same "Braun" family.
Wally Jenuwine Vic's bar, spent many afternoon's sitting at a table with a bag of chips and an
orange pop. My dad would say don't tell your mother we stopped here. I would get home and my
mom was pissed. The orange stained lips from pop gave it away.
Linda Sheets Weber stated: I grew up in Center line and graduated from CL HS in 1965. I
worked at Zack's drug store in HS , loved being on the HS, business club team, pep team and
bowling team Married to john Weber for 40 years, ..Lived international twice and traveled to
many countries....been a great life..now we are missionaries to SE Asian...no retirement for
us...the challenge is to keep your life busy for our Lord.
Gregory Bassett stated: I lived on Kaltz & spent a lot of time at Zacks in the mid to late 50`s,
graduate of 58 CLHS. Mr. Zack was a great guy, lots of good memories at his soda counter.
Linda Sheets Weber stated: Does anyone remember the Funeral home by 10 mile and Van Dyke?
I think it was owned by my friend Sandy Smith's family. Anyhow, i remember walking home
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from Bush Jr. High ad deciding I'd stop in the funeral home and sat down and talked with an
absolute stranger widow woman who was sitting alone in the room with her husband's
casket....strange but touching experience to spend time just talking to her. I was an 8th grander!
Wesley Arnold stated: That was Jones-Moon funeral
home
Mike Grobbel stated: Jones Funeral Home at 7405
Qualman St., SL7-0565, was located just west of
Johnny's Recreation.

Mike Grobbel stated: Here's a 1941 map showing
Qualman St. The funeral home is the structure labelled
"Undertaker". Milford Jones also operated an ambulance
service out of this building until the CLFD purchased
one in about 1957. Johnny's Recreation would eventually
be built on lot 24, just across the alley from the funeral
home.

Wesley Arnold stated: At a 50th year reunion I think for 61 Mr Snook was there. I hadn't seen
him for years so I said "You gave me the paddle!" And Snook immediately fired back "And you
probably deserved it!" Then Oz Grobbel interceded saying Watch out Snook he's a historian and
might quote you. Both of those men were very sharp at their old ages. They are always a joy to
visit.
Sherman Mace stated: I couldn't remember the funeral home till I saw the picture. Homer's drug
store I remember the best. There was a hobby shop that took over his old store; when he built the
new one. I believe it was on the N.E. corner of the only blvd. street in CL. I bought a big model
of the Cutty Shark. I had it on a lay-away plan and would pay him a dollar or two a week from
my paper route. I spent about six months putting it together and it was my pride and joy
Jayne A. Hebert stated: Fond memories of going to Homer's and having a small coke for a nickel
and a bag of chips for a dime. Once in a while Homer would play his organ that was in the
window.
Diane Orton Haynes stated: COMFORT ST.since 1952/was it a local farmer's last name-would
love to find out.still live on Comfort.
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Mike Grobbel stated: The land bounded by Ten Mile, Alex, Engleman
and Lorraine was subdivided in July 1925 by Julius and Lydia
Comfort. It was called "Comfort's Subdivision". At the time, Julius
was a 26 year old real estate salesman living in Detroit near Harper
and Gratiot. The 1930 US Census indicates his employment as a
building contractor and shows them living near Gratiot and
McNichols. By 1940, Julius was a plumbing & heating contractor for
Sears Roebuck and the family was living near Gratiot and Nine Mile
road in East Detroit (now Eastpointe). He eventually moved to South
Lyon and passed away on Jan. 18, 1975 (see attached death notice)
Mike Grobbel Diane - from digging around on Ancestry.com for that
information it appears that Julius' father changed the family surname.
Had he not done so, you might have lived on KOWALSKI St.
Wesley Arnold also found Weil, Gerald HQ, 87th Infantry Division,
G.O. No. 43 (1945) who got the Silver Star. But finding George St
will be worse unless it was General George Smith Patton.
Mike Grobbel stated: I think all of those streets were named in 1942
when Kramer Homes was built, so it would be unlikely that Weil St.
was named for someone who performed a heroic act in 1945.
Sharon Pettinato stated: I grew up on State Park and would walk to St Clement (Ritter) (class of
74) everyday (unless the weather was bad) in elementary school with a couple of older friends.
The neighborhoods were safe and doors unlocked. In the summer would walk or bike ride to
Brown's, Dairy Freeze, Memorial Park or sometimes all over the little city of Center Line. Then
we would come home for dinner. No cell phones, no nervous parents.-- What were some of your
favorite Center Line hang outs as a child or teenager? Of course as teenagers we would cruise
Woodward or Gratiot Avenue, 8 mile, Belair Drive In... etc. and expand our horizons!
Center Line Plunket School
Joyce Sackleh stated: The first moderator was Bart (short for Bartholomew) DeGrandchamp. He
is my g-great grandfather.
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Kathy Reno: Josephine & Conrad Welsing Crossing Guards for 38 years
Wesley Arnold Can someone translate
the Latin in lines 1 and 6. Yes I know the
first half. In line 6 What is that after post
which means after? When you see my
book on St Clement history you will be
given you will see how this fits in.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here are all of the
lines with my best translations and meanings (from top to bottom): 1) Registry of the dead for
the church of: St. Clement Pope and Martyr (also abbreviated as "PM"); 2) located in Center
Line Mich. in the diocese of Detroit; 3) On the 4th day of January AD 1898, died (CENSORED);
4) dau/son/wife of ___________, aged 70 years; 5) was residing in Center Line, buried on the
7th day of January AD 1898; 6) in the cemetery of St. Clement (PM) located in Center Line
"after the mission of the region" (probably the formal name of the cemetery, meaning "on the
grounds of the parish" which was still a mission when the cemetery was started); 7) Notations:
"the signatory provided these words" (the priest who signed below attests to this information).
Mike Grobbel stated: Alex Schoenherr was one of those "retired" truck farmers who moved to
Center Line. He had been farming at Seven Mile and Outer Drive for about twenty years when
he and his brother developed their subdivision in Center Line and moved onto Warren Blvd. My
great-grandfather Anthony Grobbel was a 60 year old farmer in 1926 who was in the process of
building a new home on Renshaw lot 145 (8166 Dale Ave.), when his farmhouse at the NE
corner of Eleven Mile and Mound Rds. burned down on Sunday, May 16, 1926. While they were
away working on the new house, the refrigerator on their back porch shorted out and flames
quickly engulfed the old farmhouse. The family heard the fire department siren and saw the
smoke off in the distance so they rushed home only to discover that they had lost everything
except their barn. They had to live with relatives until July when they completed the house
enough for them to move in.
Mike Grobbel stated: That's the one I thought you were referring to. Even my mom, who worked
as a secretary for the CL City Clerk from 1944-1951, once told me that the CL DPW workers had
told her that was the high point and that the ground in that area was more sandy than elsewhere
in CL.
John Grates stated: The sand pit as we called it was in that area, State Park and Macarthur. Lots
of kids from Stephens over to Kramer Homes East of Van Dyke played in those at that time
vacant fields.
Wesley Arnold stated: Great research Mike. We thank you for the time you put in on that. About
the elevations by the time the USGS got to mapping, the early farmers had smoothed out many
areas so they could farm. Wilbert Hinsdale, 1851-1944. in his Archaeological Atlas of
Michigan. Ann Arbor: U M, found some of them. I don't recall anything spectacular for Center
Line and he missed the mound up by Dodge Park in a farmers field I used to ride my bike past.
They later did a dig near there and dated an Indian village 12,000 years old. You folks are on
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a roll tonight. As an old timer I am proud of you all.
Conrad J Welsing stated: Who lives in the "Manor
from Heaven" now?
Mike Grobbel stated: The address is 28461
Palomino Drive. The winning ticket was drawn on
Dec. 20, 1953 and Lance Chaldecott, his wife Mary
and son Robert became the new owners of this
house, which came equipped with a new Studebaker
and power lawnmower. The parish realized almost
$90,000 from this fundraiser for the new school
building fund. (source: "The History of St. Clement
Parish, 1850-2000")
Mike Grobbel Here is a photo of that Studebaker alongside Fr. Murray and Art & Ernie Grissom
(source: "The History of St. Clement Parish, 1850-2000")
Mike Grobbel's photo.
Mike Grobbel The "Manor From Heaven II" was held beginning in
December of 1981 for the purpose of funding the costs for a new
rectory. Construction of the house at 8057 Helen was finished in
March 1982 and its estimated market value was $55,000. By the
drawing date of Aug. 8, 1982, $87,900 worth of tickets had been
sold at $10 each. Tom Davis of Sterling Heights was the lucky
winner of the new brick ranch home. (source: "The History of St.
Clement Parish, 1850-2000")
Weingartz Family Was delighted to discover what Mike Grobbel did with the Weingartz picture.
Mike Grobbel: Here is a photo that I got from Wes
Arnold that shows the Michael Weingartz family
and homestead (circa 1895). Note that the two trees
in the foreground have been pruned, but not
pollarded. However, note that the horizontal trellis
on the right was built using pollarded poles.
Perhaps Michael Weingartz brought his knowledge
of pollarding with him when he came to America
and practiced it on the trees shown in the painting?
Here is the photo caption that accompanies this
photo as it appears on my web site: "Michael Weingartz and family are shown on their 30 acre
homestead farm, which was located on Van Dyke, across from St. Clement Church. This photo
was taken around 1895 or 1896 and the couple on the left is Michael Weingartz and his wife
Gertrude (Miller) Weingartz. The woman on the far right is Barbara (Schmitt or Smith)
Weingartz (wife of their son, Joseph Weingartz). The child holding Gertrude's hand is Barbara
and Joseph's son, Michael Weingartz (b. 1892) and the other child is their son, Christopher
Weingartz (b. 1894). Christopher's son is the Roman Catholic priest, Fr. Francis Weingartz.
(photo identifications provided by Elizabeth (Hessell) Malburg, granddaughter of Joseph and
Barbara Weingartz)." http://centerline.grobbel.org/.../weingartz_homestead...
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Robert Kern Thanks again, Mike, I had never heard of a tree being "pollarded". Shows that I ain't
too old to learn..... yet!!! ;>)
Mike Grobbel stated: Robert Kern - I had to do a search to find the correct term but
during my two visits to Germany I noticed that many of the trees in the towns and villages where
my ancestors came from had been severely pruned in the same manner as the three trees in the
painting of St. Clement. Pollarding was used to create thin branches full of foliage for animal
fodder and also to grow thin, straight poles for various uses such as rails for fences and trellis.
There is a fellow who lives near us here in Shelby Twp. and he recently trimmed his trees in a
pollarded fashion, I don't know him but I think it's a safe bet that he speaks English as a second
language and was born in eastern Europe! November 23, 2013
Garry Watts stated: Found these two old Center Line photo's at the station today. Can we ID
anybody in these
pic's??
Tom Carney Second
row from left; in dark
suit Richard Carney,
then I think it's Mr.
(Joe?) O'Lear. Far right,
plaid shirt, Harold
Lyerla. Third row from
left in bow tie Vince
Grobbel, and second
from right end is Bill
Desmond.
Garry Watts Awesome
start.. Thank You
Tom Carney In the middle of the third row, with the balding head and thin moustache, that might
be Mr. Padmos (?). I think the bald short guy with glasses next to Mr. Lyerla, I think his name
was Leo something and they called him "Buzz" or "Fuzz" or "Bozo," something like that. I want
to say the uniformed man on the left is Ralf Reitermann and the one with the stripes on his uni is
the public safety director. I want to say his name is Fraser, but I'm not sure.
Patrick O'Lear Ralph Reiterman and Nels Buerschaert l to r in uniform
Robin Reiterman-Dare 1st row 2nd from left is my Uncle Ralph Reiterman!
Robin Reiterman-Dare My phone is making me crazy. My Ralph is 2nd from right 1st row
Robin Reiterman-Dare *Uncle Ralph. Sorry we are out cruising in our 59 and I should have done
this later lol
Garry Watts Enjoy the cruise, but next time stop and pick us up!
Roxanne Grobbel Top picture upper row far left is Vince Grobbel. 2nd row is maybe Dick
Carney and Joe O'lear next to him
Patrick O'Lear Ralph Reiterman and Nels Buerschaert l to r in uniform
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Patrick O'Lear 2 nd row Carney, O'Lear and I think Joe Kozlowski.
Robin Reiterman-Dare 1st row 2nd from right is my Uncle Ralph Reiterman too.
Robin Reiterman-Dare Oops 2nd from left sorry
Mike Grobbel I think 2nd row, 2nd from right is Sgt. Lee Yozzo, CLPD.
Beverly Kozlowski Porter stated: In the first row, far left, is my dad Joseph Kozlowski. Thanks
for posting these two pictures, brings back lots of memories.

Beverly Kozlowski Porter stated: My dad, Joseph Kozlowski, is also in the 1st picture. He is in
the 2nd row 3rd from the left.
Garry Watts stated: Must be related to Archie.?
Beverly Kozlowski Porter stated: Yep, his dad!
Robin Reiterman-Dare stated: Yep, my cousins Phil, Barb, Lynn and Art's Dad. My Dad was
Ron Reiterman.
Garry Watts stated: Beverly, as a young reserve officer I rode with Archie many evenings.
Always had a good time looking for a fire in warren! Tell him I said hello if you see him.
Jimmy Moran stated: The second from left in back row is Bruce Curtis. He was my next door
neighbor on Coolidge.
Sheryl Gorbe stated: Would Mr. Horetski be in with this group?
Tom Carney Fourth from left: Richard Carney. Looks like the guy in the middle with the bow tie
is Mr. Norm Smith. Second last on the right, Harold Lyerla. Last on right, Bill Desmond.
Patrick O'Lear short man is suit I think was Steve Okros
Patrick O'Lear After Lyerla on the left I THINK is Whitey Helberg, Chris Hendricks,
Patrick O'Lear Mayor or councilman at that time.
Patrick O'Lear stated: Looks like Rich Hickson front row with whire socks.
Garry Watts stated: Here is another question Pat. Where do you think that pic was taken?
Patrick O'Lear stated: upper room / fire quarters of the old city hall it looks like.
Garry Watts stated: Ok, I never seen that
Patrick O'Lear stated: If seen those type of photos before and they were usually taken during
Christmas Goodfellow deliveries,
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Garry Watts stated: That is what I was thinking Pat. Too bad we don't do that any more
Patrick O'Lear stated: people and times change sometimes not for the better.
Patrick O'Lear stated: Bob Tennant is the tall Police Officer in the back row
Robin Reiterman-Dare 1st row 2nd from right is my Uncle Ralph.
Mike O'Lear Sr. stated: Fourth from the right back row Chris Hendricks
Al Basil Sr stated: Pat O, the short man in the suit is Joe Taranto, not Steve Okros. He was a
Grand Knight of Fr Kramer KofC, and also ran for office many times in Warren for city council.
Don't remember if he ever won.
Mike Grobbel stated: Sixth from left is Eugene "Hutch" Horetski. He was a part-owner of the
"Automotive Shop", which was located on the SW corner of Van Dyke and Wiegand. He died in
a car crash, probably not long after this photo was taken.
Phil Smith stated: holy crap never saw my dad with a bow tie before
Sylvester Grobbel stated: Phil, I think that person is Mike'Dad.
Tom Carney Definitely NOT Mr. Helberg in the photo. (He was our neighbor, and I distinctively
recall what he looked like.)
Sue Grobbel Davidson stated: Uncle Sylvester Grobbel, there are two pictures, one with Mr.
Smith wearing a bow tie and another one with dad wearing a bow tie. This post contains two
photos. Depending on your device, slide over to the other picture when on the one or use the
arrows.
Patrick O'Lear stated: Tom Carney, I'm looking at photo on zoom I think it maybe Ralph
Reiterman.
Robin Reiterman-Dare stated: Patrick O'Lear, that is my Uncle Ralph Reiterman.
Mark Grobbel with James Mainero posted this picture
Here are the guys from 1965. My dad is bottom left with Jim
Mainero right behind him. My Grandpa, Clem, is back row
center. — with Jim Mainero, Mark Grobbel, Frank Rossio, Bob
Tennent, Clem Grobbel, Tony Medyvsky, Medouvsky and Joe
O'Lear — with James Mainero, Mark Grobbel, Frank Rossio,
Bob Tennent, Clem Grobbel and Tony Medyvsky.
Mike Grobbel I posted this story eight years ago on the Center Line Yahoo Group, but this group
has a lot more members so please excuse me if you've read it before.
Here is a true story about the day the Center Market store on Van Dyke got held up. It happened
in about 1976 if I remember correctly, and it should have been submitted to the old TV series
"America's Dumbest Criminal".
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My wife and I were following my parent's car on eastbound Ten Mile Rd. on a weekend day
around noontime. There were about three or four cars ahead of us as we got in the center turn
lane and waited to turn left onto northbound Van Dyke. Suddenly, three Center Line police cars
roared out from behind the old City Hall and tied up the traffic in the 10 & Van Dyke intersection
as they split up and headed east on 10 Mile, and north and south on Van Dyke. We lost a full
traffic signal cycle because of them and due to the other cars ahead of us, we were still waiting to
make our turn when I heard and saw in my rear view mirror the formerly north-bound police car
making a left turn from southbound Lawrence onto Ten Mile Rd. and coming towards me with
full lights and siren. It was then that I noticed he was chasing a car that attempted to do a 180
degree turn in front of City Hall so that he could go west, but he hit the curb and stalled out his
old car.
Grabbing a paper bag from the seat, the driver jumped out of his stalled car, ran up the sidewalk
leading to the nearest building and just as he reached the front door, he realized it was a Police
Station! The Policeman at the desk in the Station had a ringside view of all this and he broadcast
over the radio that the suspect was about to enter the Police Station.
However by then, the pursuing police cruiser had driven up the Fire Dept. driveway and over the
lawn straight towards the alleged crook, so he decided instead to run east around the outside of
the building and then south down Wyland Ave. In the meantime, the other two police cars had
returned and they joined the chase. While rounding the corner of the building, the crook's paper
bag ripped on the shrubbery and money went flying through the air. As he grabbed for the
fluttering money, it looked like he was reaching for a weapon, so the police got out of their cars
and shouted for him to put his hands in the air, but when he started running again, they opened
fire.
The sound of hot lead whizzing past his ears finally convinced him to stop and surrender,
unharmed. However, a nearby resident's VW took several rounds in the trunk lid!
All of this happened within about a total of 3 minutes while we were stopped and
watching from the left turn lane in front of the police station. Later that day, my dad and I went
over to the police station to find out the rest of the story from my uncle (who was the CL Public
Safety Commissioner at the time). That is how we knew it was the Center Market that got held
up and that the robber had made his get-away by going west down Voerner or Dale and then
south on Lawrence. However, he wasn't smart enough to remember that the safest way back to
Detroit would have been to turn right instead of left onto Ten Mile Rd. - or maybe the police
cruiser that showed up in his rear view mirror was just too much of a distraction!
Afterward in the police station, there was a lot of ribbing directed at a certain officer
(who shall go unnamed) for missing the fleeing felon and bagging that VW.
Mike Grobbel Here's another good story. During the Detroit Riots in July of 1967, a
couple of CL police officers were assigned an overnight walking beat along 10 Mile Rd. near the
city hall to protect it and the Michigan Bell building and the Detroit Edison substation across the
street. Somehow, they missed the crooks who broke into the Western Union building on the
corner of Godin and Ten Mile Rd. less than a block away. The burglars managed to abscond with
the Western Union's safe without getting spotted during an overnight "shoot-to-kill" curfew!
Mike Grobbel From what I've seen, the old weekly local newspapers are full of stories about
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local arrest and citationss for petty crime, car accidents/chases, B&E, etc. The difference then vs.
now is that they gave a story less than one column-inch of print on the bottom of the front page
or buried on page 3 and that was the end of it. No follow-up stories on the arraignment, delays,
judgement, sentencing, appeals, etc. The shaming effect on the persons family from the negative
publicity surrounding the arrest was often as bad or worse than the legal punishment. I recently
had a conversation with a CL native who said that when she was a teenager she had a family
member who was arrested in the late 1940s and when she heard it was going to be reported in the
paper, she followed after the paperboy and took her next-door neighbors papers so they wouldn't
be able to read about it! Nevertheless, residents never felt unsafe, in fact they left their doors
unlocked because even if someone took something, there were no secrets that could be kept for
more than 24 hours in a small town like CL where everybody knew each other and half of them
were related to each other as it was.
Mike Grobbel Here's a story from about 1932. At that time the predecessor to Vic's Bar
was known as Charley Gates' Lunch. However, it was also a well-known "watering hole". My
grandfather was a Village of CL PD patrolman and one day when he got off work, he had my 10
yr old father in the car with him. Still in uniform except for his hat, he pulled into a parking spot
in front of Charley Gates' and told my dad to stay sitting, he'd be right back. No sooner had he
gotten inside, than a Michigan State Police car pulled up and several troopers rushed inside. My
dad knew why his dad had gone in there and now he was very afraid for his dad. However less
than 30 seconds later he saw his dad running down the alley towards Gronow and circling back
to the car. Fortunately it started right away and while the troopers were confiscating the illegal
booze and beer, he beat a hasty retreat home. My dad said the troopers saw his dad as they
walked in and gave him the "high-sign" to beat it. That's just the way it was back in those days.
Nearby Trains Mike Grobbel found this picture
and stated: We lived on Godin just east of
Lawrence and Ten Mile and when the windows
were open we could hear the New York Central
(later Conrail) trains sounding their horns as they
approached the Rinke-Ten Mile-Sherwood
crossings. I don't remember the days of steam on
that line, only diesel engines and their distinctive
air horns. For a while in the late 1950s and early
1960s, the NYC ran a self-propelled passenger
car along that line that provided service between
Detroit and Bay City. The car was built by Budd
and was called the "Beeliner". Its air horn
sounded very different from the diesel locomotives. I remember that you could always hear it on
weekdays around 6 PM as it approached those crossings.
http://www.michiganrailroads.com/.../001-005/Photo004B.htm
The picture above is from Mike Grobbel's link in the line above this.
Joseph D Boesl stated: I lived on Central and I could here the trains pulling them big tanks for
the war effort in the 40s
Wesley Arnold stated: Thanks Mike Great post and web site above. I urge everyone to check out
the website Mike Grobbel posted above. See these great almost living machines. They fascinated
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almost everyone. Mike Grobbel has a great website on Center line History.
De Grandchamp Family Joyce Sackleh Posted This is my favorite historical photo of my
ancestors! This photo includes Bartholomew and Barbara (Warner) De Grandchamp with their
family and friends on Christmas in 1909. The 1900 & 1910 census show the De Grandchamps
lived in Warren Township on 10 Mile Rd, near Mound Rd.
According to the documentation on the back of the picture:
Back row from from left: Bill Krietmeyer, Louis De Grandchamp, Fred Qualmann
2nd row: Mary De Grandchamp Shaw, Barbara Warner De Grandchamp, Mary Shaw De
Grandchamp, Caroline De Grandchamp Krietmeyer, holding Joe, Anne Elwardt De Grandchamp,
Emma Kliest De Grandchamp holding Lawrence De Grandchamp, Emma De Grandchamp
Rumph, Frieda Kliest Qualman
Band: Alfred De Grandchamp, John De Grandchamp, Joe De Grandchamp, Walter De
Grandchamp, William De Grandchamp
Bottom row: ... Bartholomew De Grandchamp (seated), Edna De Grandchamp*
By Keg: Ed De Grandchamp
• it looks like the person identifying people didn't know all the children in the bottom row!

•
Jody Kargula Skopek Bartholomew and Barbara DeGranchamp were my great-great
grandparents!! I have a 'berry bowl' that belonged to her!! In the picture the girl next to
Bartholomew that is identified as Edna, she was my great aunt and next to her I think is my
grandmother, Irene De Granchamp Wiegand and next to her is their oldest sister Anne
DeGrandchamp Ulrich
Joyce Sackleh @ Jody Thanks for identifying Irene and Anne. Their father, William, is the one
with the concertina (small accordion.)
Jody Kargula Skopek @ Lisa..grandma is right next Aunt Edna who is next to Bartholomew(in
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the middle sitting down with wide brimmed hat) @Joyce I have a picture of William when he
was a foreman working on paving Woodward Ave. I'll try to post the picture of the bowl.
Theresa Stempien-Jurkiewicz stated: There was that hill at Memorial Park, and a hole in the
fence to the train track. You could slip through that opening in the fence and walk along the train
track. Back in those days we were smart enough not to get in the way of the trains!
James Thomas Willhite Karen,Gordon Dubrul is behind Lucille now his wife!!!
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Correction, My mother graduated 1946 had my brother in 1952. She
was already 24, and yes she said the same thing James 1953 was the last class at busch high, and
then it became a middle school didn't it? Any way my mom is going to be 85 the end of
September and is still as sharp as a tack!
Sharon Anderson Nieb stated: Busch became a junior high school when CLHS was built...opened
in 1954 I think. Busch then had grades 7-9. I went there briefly - until Wolfe Junior High was
built.
Kris Smith stated: My grandmother's name was Joan Wiegand.
Dennis Gapczynski stated: Busch was a wonderful school !!!
Lorraine Ward Hayes stated: They tore it down around 82 or 83?
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Found a picture of the memorial for
soldiers from 1948 which was where the football field is now. My
mother grew up right next to the memorial she was Joann Wiegand (a
lot of them) but she was the Joann who lost her leg at 17. My
grandfather was Walter Wiegand, and they lived next door to David
Wiegand his brother and then there was the park to the east of their
homes. [I put a close up of it in my memorials book Wes Arnold]
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Busch High School 1946 from left Clara Bauer, Bob Marchall,
NOrma C. Lucille Wiegand

Robert Kern stated: L to R Unknown, Ric
Sciotto, Andy Kucharski, Lenny Brideau, Jerry Richardson, Me
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Posie Holzman Cook stated: Who's car was it?
Robert Kern stated: Driver: Lenny Brideau!!!!
Robert Kern stated: That car had a colorful history that
is too long to go into on here. I'll just say "it" scared the
excrement out of quite a few people! :>)
Posie Holzman Cook stated: Funny how we drove such
klunkers and the kids now have much newer cars than
we only dreamed of.
Robert Kern Robert Kern's photo.
Posie Holzman Cook stated: Oh, these were taken at
the speedway, I thought they were all decorated for
graduation.
Robert Kern stated: It was the Mich. State Fairgrounds.
at 8:23pm Robert Kern photos

Al Basil Sr stated:
Center Line Mayor David Hanselman (left) is
pictured with his lovely wife Kathy Cole
Hanselman, and long time retired teacher of
Center Line High School, Oz Grobbel. The
occasion was what is now called the Annual WR
Robert "Bob" Harris Memorial Christmas
Luncheon. Bob left us tragically earlier this year
in a auto accident. He was instrumental in
planning this event for the past several years,
and it is now planned to keep it going in his
honor. The group currently is made up of Center
Line High alumnus of years late 50's to early
60's.
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Where did we get books when we were kids?
There were no book stores in Center Line. I got my first Boy Scout Handbook from Homers
Drug Store. Don't remember any used book sales. There was no online sales of books. The
Salvation Army stores had a few used books. One had to go to Detroit or to a college book store
then. After Macomb College opened a book store, that one offered additional books other than
texts used at the school. Ed Genuine had religious books in his gift shop on Van Dyke.

In 1979 Cheryl Sharrow opened the Village Book Exchange at 31614 Mound at Beebe in
the old Rumph Electronic repair store. She told me how Rumph built the house behind the store
and that the family had farmed the area including the cranberry swamp next to Mound. So if we
are looking for the location where James Beebe formed a Company to plank Mound this is
probably it. Although she caters to the paper back trade and general readers she does have some
other books. The day I wrote this my wife went there and traded in her read books for credit.
Got $22. credit towards books. That is a bargain.

Please help me add to or correct this work, send more info to wecare@dogoodforall.today
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